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Foreword

All great painters failed to be recognized in their lifetime. I'm a paint-

er who has not been recognized in his lifetime therefore I'm great' In

fact I am a painter, a gifted amateur, but with sufficient insight to

know that I will never amount to much. The assertion in the first sen-

tence is known as a syllogism and is a well-recognized error in logic.

The same logical trap neatly describes the history of science. I have

just finished reading the hugely entertaining book,4 Short History of
Nearly Everythingby BillBryson.' In this book he traces the history of
the great discoveries in cosmology, geology, palaeontology and life

science. Within this book he celebrates the giants and geniuses of sci-

entific ideas since the age of enlightenment. It is certainly true that

progress was often dependent on the revolutionaries who challenged

the prevailing dogma and were in return ridiculed, dying in obscur-

ity, before their ideas were accepted by the mainstream. Major shifts

in our understanding of nature and the cosmos resulted from the

overturning of the conceptual model of the problem rather than the

accumulation of "facts".' But beware, it does not follow that all revo-

lutionaries who are prepared to challenge the prevailing dogma are

great scientists. The book that describes the other side of this coin is

called Voodoo Science by Robert Park3, equally entertaining but

' A short history of nearly everything, Bill Bryson, BCA zoo3

' The Structure of scientific revolutions, T. Kuhn, London 196z
3 Voodoo Science, Robert Park, Oxford University Press, zooo



Foreword

sounding a cautionary note. Some self-appointed scientific reyolu-
tionaries can be both mad and bad!

So how should we judge Laurent Schwartz, the author of this book?
He certainly is a revolutionary and challenges many of the cherished
beliefs of the cancer establishment. I first met Dr. Schwartz at a meet-
ing I chaired at Cambridge University in the winter of zooo. The
meeting was entitled "Blue-sky cancer research". The meeting was
funded by a group of merchant bankers and the invitees came from
every walk of life. There was an inner circle of clinical and basic sci-
entists and an outer circle of representatives from finance, econom-
ics, politics, philosophy and the arts. We all had two things in com-
mon: frustration with the pace of progress in cancer research and a
willingness to think "outside the box". Many exciting ideas emerged
from a long weekend of brainstorming and a road map for blue-sky
research was proposed which not surprisingly failed to find financial
backers from either the research councils or business. perhaps some
of the ideas were a bit wacky, but all those who attended and signed
up to this portfolio of ideas were high achievers in their own fields, so
as a group at least we weren't all mad and bad. I have described the
outcome of this meeting in a paper published in "prospect",a but I
just want to quote some passages that adumbrate the message in this
book.

All the rhetoric concerning cancer treatment and cancer research
is couched in the terms of military conflict. The politicians trumpet
the fact that we are winning the war against cancer. We talk about mo-
bilizing resources and the cancer researchers with the highest public
profile are described in terms normally reserved for military leaders.
At the sharp end the poor patient never simply dies of the disease but
loses the fight. This terminology {ixes in the mind of the public and
the politicians the idea that cancer is a foreign invader and therefore
the war against cancer is aimed at destroying everylast malignant cell.

This is a false analogy. The cancer cells are simply an undisciplined

sub-stratum of our cells. Cancer is an inevitable component of the ag-

ingprocessandallofusatsometimeinourlivesco-existwithlatent
.uti", scattered around the body. No wonder the most aggressive

modern treatments can end up killing the person, before killing the

cancer. Medical oncologists often complain about the narrow thera-

peutic ratio within which they have to work - in other words the dif-

ferences between the normal cell and the cancer cell are so small that

they can rarely be exploited to the patient's benefit' No we are not

winning the war against cancer and the aggregate mortality for ma-

lignant-disease has barely changed since President Nixon declared

war in r97r.

In rgTrPresident Nixon launched his war against cancer with the

now notorious cancer Act. In the same way that President Kennedy

had promised to land a man on the moon in the r96os' so Nixon

woutà noa a cure for cancer in the t97os. I was working in Pittsburgh

with Professor Bernard Fisher at the time and shared his deep scepti-

cism about the possibility to deliver on this promise' When Kennedy

promised the Americans that they would land a man on the moon we

in"* rvith u ,r.ry high degree of accuracy where the target lay' All that

remained was to create the technology based on the rocketry devel-

oped in the Second World War. By comparison, for cancer' we did not

know in r97r where the target was and the conventional non-specific

cytotoxic therapies were equivalent to firing off rockets in random

directions.
undoubtedly there have been dramatic breakthroughs in the treat-

ments of leukaemia, lymphoma and the childhood cancers' Thirty

years ago all these would have been fatal but today we can expect

iet*""tt 5oo/o and75o/o cute rates (depending on sub-types)' These

followed on the classic experiments with animal models and cytotox-

ic chemotherapy in the r96os and as it turns out this group of diseas-

es is exquisitely sensitive to cytotoxic drugs. unfortunately the very

diseases that are most responsive to chemotherapy tend to be ex-

tremely rare and account for less than 5o/o of the total cancer burden'

Foreword

a A new strategy for cancer, Baum M., Prospect, F ebrurary zooz, 44-4g
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Furthermore, the very success of chemotherapy in these rare cancers

has paradoxically delayed progress in discovering effective treat-
ments for the more common solid tumours such as colorectal and
bronchogenic carcinoma, which have stubbornly refused to respond
in significant numbers to these very toxic treatments. Instead of the
reductio ad absurdum of persisting with high-dose chemotherapy to
virtually lethal doses, we should try to learn from mistakes of the past

and understand whyrare cancers respond to chemotherapybut com-
mon cancers do not. All that aside, what else of importance can be

learnt from trends in incidence and mortality? The incidence of some

cancers falls or rises for reasons that are not understood. For exam-

ple, at one extreme, stomach cancer, which is very common in Japan,
is rapidly disappearing in the West. We now have a generation of
young surgeons who have never cut their teeth on a radical gastrecto-

my for this horrid disease. There must be lifestyle reasons or environ-
mental changes to explain what has happened but these are still a

mystery. At the other extreme, malignant myeloma (a malignant pro-
cess effecting the bone marrow) is increasing worldwide, almost as if
there had been a viral vector.

In contrast,however,the trends in the incidence oflung cancer and
Iung cancer mortality are easy to explain. In Britain and the USA,

lung cancer mortality rates for men fell rapidly once there was a
clearly established link between smoking and the disease. Tragically,
many young women are now taking up the habit, as a result of which
deaths from lung cancer have overtaken deaths from breast cancer

amongst women in North America and Britain. There is only one

common cancer that can truly be viewed as a success story of modern
treatment - breast cancer, where treatment has contributed to about
a 3oo/o reduction in mortality rates over the last 15 years. This can

largely be ascribed to the fact that breast cancer, unlike the majority
of other cancers, is peculiarly sensitive to the level of sex hormones in
the circulation and we now have safe and effective drugs that can

modify these oestrogen levels. But as far as the other common can-

cers are concerned - lung cancer, bowel cancer, ovarian cancer, cervi-

XI
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cal cancer, prostate cancer - little in the way of therapeutic advances

has been seen in spite of the billions of dollars thrown into cancer re-

search and treatment since Nixon's initiative of 3o years ago' Why this

has been the case and how we might break out of the impasse are is-

sues explored in this book.

Let us now consider the received wisdom about cancer that marks

out the concePtual constraints which determine all programmes of

fundamental research into the problem'

Cancer is a molecular problem' Either by inheritance or by exoge-

nous factors that target us through life, specific cells accumulate suf-

ficient mutations that have escaped natural DNA repair mechanisms

to exhibit the properties of a malignant phenotype' The cance-r- cell

then has the capacity for promiscuous growth' immortality' infiltra-

tion, dissemination and ihe establishment of remote colonies' The

cancer then kills by unrestrained growth in a closed compartment'

..g.U*i" tumours, or by its metastases that destroy vital organs such

aJthe liver,lung o, bone marrow' The triumphalistic reception to the

news that the human genome had been decoded'with President Bush

and Prime Minister Tony Blair standing side by side in front of banks

of cameras to announce the news, was fuelled in part by the assump-

tion that the complete understanding and cure of cancer was just

around the corner. Sadly, unlike the war in Iraq the war against can--

cer is still being lost. t âo not wish to minimize the achievement of

cracking the cùe; it is indeed a triumph of human ingenuity' tech-

nology and perseverance. Unfortunately there are even taller moun-

tains"io .orrqn". before we can begin to understand the cancer cell

and its relationship with the host's body' It is cornmon parlance to

talk about the tumour-host relationship, yet that is a giveaway, dis-

closing the assumption that the cancer cell is an alien parasite' In fact

o.r" oith" themes of this book is the similarity of the cancer to its

progenitors and the plasticity of the cancer cell with its capacity to re-

differentiate to a normal cell or even another fully differentiated

adult phenotYPe.
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The genetic code merelyreads off the instructions for lining up the
amino acids in the appropriate sequence for a specific protein. This
string of amino acids then has to fold into exotic shapes before the
protein can function. The understanding of how the folds are deter-
mined and how the three-dimensional shape determines function is
known as proteomics and this is the next great challenge. But even
that is barely scratching at the surface of the awesome task of under-
standing how tens of thousands of these complex molecules interact
with each other to create a cell and how millions of cells interact with
each other to create you and me. Only then, when we have recreated
the human subject from the rubble of molecular reductionism, will
we have a glimmer of understanding of how the fault in the gene or
the fault in the folding of a protein or the fault in the cross talk or
geometry of cell-to-cell interaction leads to the human suffering of
cancer. Imagine the task of rebuilding a functioning Boeing 747 from
the scattered components of a deconstructed plane without a blue-
print and a less than complete understanding of the physics of flight,
amplify that challenge a million times and that gives you a feel of the
magnitude of the task ahead. But then pause for a moment and con-
sider that the genetic abnormalities of cancer may not be the direct
cause of the malignant transformation, but in part an indirect conse-
quence of faults at different levels in the hierarchical organization of
the body just described, feeding back to destabilize the human ge-
nome. If that is the case then much of the current programme of can-
cer research is misdirected. It reminds me of the story of the drunk
trying to find the key to his house under a lamppost some distance
from his front door. When challenged on this he declared with hurt
dignity that this was where there was sufficient light to see the key.
The techniques of molecular biology certainly shine sufficient light
but maybe the key to cancer is in the penumbra of that zone.

With all this in mind how should we approach this book? The first
thing I ask is to crave your indulgence. I am often surprised by the
hostility of the response when I politely challenge a speaker at a sci-
entific conference on the assumptions that underpin his or her fa-

vourite hypothesis. We are sometimes wedded to our ideas with

greater fidelity than we are wedded to our spouses'

Next, note the vast accumulation of observations described by

Laurent Schwartz that cannot neatly be incorporated into the domi-

nant conceptual model of cancer. As Thomas Huxley once stated'

"The great iragedy of science is the slaying of a beautiful hypothesis

by an ugly fact". Like Dr. Schwartz, I believe there are now so many

outtyinjiacts that we are currently at a point of crisis with the molec-

ular'paiadigm of cancer. But simply wrecking a paradigm is not suf--

ficient; we need a new set ofbeliefs that can explain the successes of

the past yet incorporate all the outlying facts that spoil the picture' I

think that the author is right in forcing us to look at epigenetic phe-

nomena, the geometry and physics of cell polarity and physical con-

straints; he Jso make powerful arguments to reconsider Warburg's

hypothesis concerning anaerobic metabolism and glycolysis' Like the

urrihor, I agree that we need to look at the new mathematics of non-

linear systems and consider how one of the stigmata of cancer is the

loss of ihe perfect fractal geometry of the duct and vascular systems'

Where I part company concerns the nature of latency' If we consider

the breast in women, the Prostate in men and the thyroid in both sex-

es, then all of us at most times carry latent (usually referred to as in

situ) cancers.5 They exist without evidence of inflammation and are

known to demonstrate loss of heterozygosity and evidence of genet-

ic mutations. Howeveq only a minority of such lesions progress to in-

vasive cancer, otherwise all of us would die of the disease. However, if
we consider these as a necessary but not sufficient condition for can-

cer and then plug in the Schwartzian hypothesis of inflammation' an-

aerobic metabolism and cellular polarity, we have a beautiful model

of carcinogenesis that can incorporate most of the observations de-

scribed in this book. Furthermore, the hypothesis lends itself to refu-

tationbytheappropriateexperimentsorbetterstillspectacularcor-

Foreword

5 What is the evidence that tumours are angiogenesis dependant? Folkman J.

|ournal National Cancer Inst' 199o' 82:4-6
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roboration of what after all is a "bold conjecture". If the author were

correct, then simple drugs that inhibit glycolysis would have a place

in cancer therapy.
Let me finish this introduction with an anecdote. LasI year a 5z'

year-old nurse came to see me for a second opinion. Nine months ear-

lier she accepted an invitation for mammographic screening. The X-

rays showed a small focus of microcalcification, which was biopsied

and shown to be duct carcinoma in situ. She was advised to have sur-

gical excision but refused. In the short time between that biopsy and

her visit to my clinic the breast rapidly filled with invasive cancer.

This was not the "natural history" of the disease, but to my way of
thinking a latent pathology with molecular damage, which left to na-

ture might never progress but once perturbed by the inflammatory

response to the trauma of a biopsy it releases its malignant potential

via the Schwartzian pathways.

Professor Michael Baum MD; ChM; FRCS; FRCR

Emeritus Professor of Surgery

and Visiting Professor of Medical Humanities,

University College London
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This book is intended for cancer specialists, clinicians, and research-

ers. Its aim is to offer a new paradigm' a new cancer equation, not in

order to create controversy, but simply in the service of science. I ad-

dress myself to a community of scholars, although I am not a scholar.

I am a field worker and my field is cancer.

What I do is treat patients whose chances for survival are very

slim. Theory is not what makes up my daily practice. Instead, I deal

with pain and fear but also with hope and success. For I feel almost

completely helpless in the face of this disease. A few exceptions aside,

we know neither the cause of cancer nor even the most basic elements

of what would constitute effective treatment. Therefore, I decided to

explore these questions by taking a path less traveled by cancer spe-

cialists: that of mathematics, physics, and chemistry. Oncology has

not yet ventured into these areas.

My role as the only practicing oncologist in this group was simply

to ask questions, the answers to which make up this book.

Mathematicians have been heroes in our culture. In the r93os, a

group of young graduates of the Ecole Normale, with only their en-

thusiasm and friendship to sustain them, created the mathematical

equations of the modern age. They did it outside of the institution,

but not to contest the institution. Their grouP was baptized Bourba-

ki. Thanks to Anne Fagot and Jean-Paul Amann and their gracious

welcome, our Bourbaki is the "Collège de France."

t23



I Introduction

our work was carried out under no particular banner, without re-
gard for the politically correct. we aimed neither to praise nor to crit-
icize anyone. we were simply looking for the truth. None of us is a real
expert in cancer research; therefore, the text may contain some errors
and inaccuracies. As in psychoanalysis, we had to explore certain
facts which are obvious but are drowned in the overabundance of
published material (over twenty million citations on the Internet and
one million scientific articles on Medline!). Like the raiders of the
r97os, who thought it best to buy an oil company at a discount rather
than carry out risky and expensive operations, we decided to use the
scientific data banks at our disposal. Thus, our work offers few en-
couraging scientific experiments or promising new drugs, but is rath_
er an attempt to understand the existing data. we feel that the facts
have already been demonstrated, but that their importance has not
been realized. Moreover, proof, like the truth, tends to be forgotten.
we admit that our method diverges from the classical. usually, pains-
taking experimentation is used to confirm an intuition. But it is also
possible to develop a theory and compare it as objectively as possible
to the existing data. For instance, copernicus never carried out any
measurements or experiments, but he analyzed brilliantly the metic-
ulous, methodical measurements recorded by Tycho Brahe.

To date, cancer has been seen as pathology of the cell. We are still
under the spell of the tremendous success of antibiotics and vaccina-
tion. The enemy is a cell: either foreign (a bacterium) or personal
(cancer).

Subsequently, all research has focused on one enemy: the cancer
cell seen as a sort of particularly malignant bacterium. Such cells are
scrutinized from every angle to try detect their cancer-causing prop_
erties. Treatment consists of targeting and killing them: The abnor-
mal cell is subjected to anticancer chemotherapy (named after anti-
tubercular chemotherapy).

certainly, identifying cancer as a cellular disease was effective for
a period of time. Some cancers could be made to regress by destroy_
ing cells, and manipulating cells could also provoke new cancers. It

1 Introduction

seems obvious that the sun revolves around the earth: It rises every

morning in the east and sets every evening in the west. But tremen-

dous intellectual contortions and a complete reversal of common

sense perspectives were needed to explain the revolution of planets

around the earth.
Similarly, the cancer cell could be innocent after all. When we in-

ject a white mouse embryo with a cancer cell from a black mouse' a

healthy black-and-white mouse will be born. If we inject cancer cells

into the veins of the tails of young mice, these cells take hold in the

first available filter: the liver. There is no cancer, only cancer cells

transformed into normal cells living harmoniously in the liver of a

healthy animal. All these complicated maneuvers (reversion genes,

idiopathic regression, and homeostasis) to explain that something is

wrong with the model! Worse yet, these type of data rediscovered

here and there were presumed to be false since they made no sense.

The thread we followed on our journey consisted of understanding

the hidden link between each definition of cancer (star-shaped tumo-

ral structure, uncontrolled proliferation, loss of cellular differentia-

tion). For a cellular biologist, cancer is loss of contact inhibition, for a

molecular biologist, cancer is an oncogene and tumor suppressor

gene anomaly, for an epidemiologist, cancer is the primary cause of
death entered on a death certificate. A sociologist or a psychiatrist

will have yet another definition.
Are these definitions referring to the same phenomenon? The

pointillist painters understood that the play of form and color is
clearer from a distance, that the whole picture is better seen when you

have perspective.
Our perspective was based on the one most relevant to a physician:

Galen's crab. Galen was the first to formulate a definition of cancer: a

tumor which strangles the gland with its multiple extensions. The

idea of cancer as an abnormality similar in form to a crab is already

present in this definition. The clinician susPects cancer on the basis

of physical characteristics. Like a crab, cancer is a hard, infiltrating
mass. But its definition also specifies that cancer is inextricable from
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the gland in which it originates. For example, in order to remove a be-
nign prostate tumor, the doctor inserts his finger between the tumor
and the healthy prostate. A benign tumor is easily detached. But a sur-
geon cannot accurately delimit cancer because there is no clear sep-
aration between healthy and diseased tissue. There are cancers ofvar-
ious types: some are very infiltrating with no palpable tumors, others
are pulpier. But all of them present the same dendritic extensions in-
extricable from healthy tissue.

Proof of cancer is provided by the anatomopathologist. The diag-
nosis is based on a microscopic examination. For him, cancer is a dis-
organization, with cellular layers infiltrating healthy tissue some-
times massively and sometimes more diffusely. The pathologist also
looks for Galen's crab, albeit on a different scale.

The epithelium,which lines the mucosa in which the vast majority
of cancers originate, resembles the pavement of the old streets of par-
is: cobblestone against cobblestone. Like these stones, cells are not in-
dependent: they cannot escape from their neighbors, to whom they
are tied through a system of anchors, the integrins. Epithelial cells can
only divide when there is deficiency, a dead cell, or a wound. If the
epithelium grows faster to compensate losses, as in embryogenesis, it
can only grow by becoming elongated or bent.

Cancer is a barricade: stone upon stone, forming a pile. Knowledge
of physics suggests that the very particular form of cancerous
growths could be attributed to a single factor. In the barricades, the
stones pile up; in cancer, cells climb on top of each other. The anchor-
age systems we mentioned earlier are altered. Simply put, the form
seen in cancer could be explained by the repeated passing of cells
over the cellular layers in which they originated. It is simple and it
might be all there is to it.

Let us look at the proof. The anchorage systems between cells,
which prevent them from changing levels, have been well known for
some time. Many molecules inhibit or selectively destroy these an-
chorage systems, allowing the cells to change levels; these molecules
are cancer producing.

1 Introduction

Cellular biologists most often define cancer as loss of contact inhi-

bition. Normal cells multiply in a Petri dish; when they reach the edg-

es of the dish, they stop growing. In contrast, cancer cells are not in-

hibited by contact with the edges of the dish; they continue to divide,

change layers, and pile uP on toP of each other. This is loss of cellular

polarity. Galen's crab is a direct consequence of this loss of cell pola-

rity.
But does this loss of cellular polarity suffice to explain unlimited

cancer growth?
Physics experts tell us that a normal cell only divides if it has room

to do so; pressure from its neighbors is too great. But ifthe cell next

to it dies, the pressure lessens and the cell divides. When a cut causes

a wound on the skin, surface pressure is diminished and epithelial

cells divide until the edges of the wound come together and pressure

reverts to normal.
Orthopedists provide another proof of the capital importance of

physical constraint in the regulation of cell division. To lengthen a

bone, they use traction. To stop it from growing, they use a cast. Who

does not remember the bound feet of Chinese noblewomen before

the Maoist revolution? To show their social position'young girls wore

shoes that were too tight and prevented their feet from growing. Since

these girls could not move about easily, they had to be served.

An organ grows in volume relative to the hard envelope in which it
is contained. On the sixth floor of the Paris faculty of medicine there

is a museum of horrors where aborted fetuses with various anomalies

are conserved. A skull that did not close in time produced a dispro-

portionate brain protruding outside the head! A diaphragm that pro-

vides no barrier allows a disproportionate lung to invade the abdo-

men!
Medical literature has occasionally published texts showing that

physics governs cell division. When cells are under sufficient pres-

sure, they are prevented from multiplying; by contrast, stretching

causes them to divide. These are difficult manipulations, not well

thought of in contemporary scientific circles.
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It is difficult to study this type of constraint, since this work draws
on a culture other than that of the biologist. The biologist assumes

that growth factors or growth inhibition factors control all cell divi-
sion. These exist in infinite numbers; their effects are often contradic-
tory from one cell line to another or from one culture mode to an-
other. This unusual inventory of elements seems endless. Today, this
type of biology produces no obvious principles. For example, why is
it that in adults one single cell replaces one dead cell? How can we ex-
plain this cellular homeostasis? Having reached adulthood, neither
our skin nor our intestine, both of which undergo constant renewal,
lengthens or shrinks.

This same constraint governs the growth of tumor cells, just as it
does that of normal cells. Every clinician knows that cancer invades
soft tissue more easily than hard tissue such as a bone, tendon, or fas-
cia. However, contrary to normal cells, tumor cells can invade areas of
lesser constraint. The normal cell is prevented from multiplying by
the constraint exerted by its neighbors. But the tumor cell escapes
this constraint by changing plane of division, and can continue to
divide. It is able to escape by finding areas of lesser resistance. This
appears to confirm that it is indeed loss of cellular polarity which
accounts for tumoral growth.

Modern biology focuses on the discovery of a biological motor.
But there is no need to understand the subtleties of the internal com-
bustion engine to explain Sundaynight traffic jams! Similarlyknowl-
edge of the subtleties of the cellular "engine" is no doubt superfluous
for understanding the growth of cancer.

But there is more to cancer than unrestrained growth. The cytolo-
gist who examines cell smears to detect a neoplasm defines cancer on
the basis of loss of cellular differentiation. The tumor cell is different,
often larger, with a shapeless nucleus. Cancer cells are said to be un-
differentiated, meaning that they have lost their original program-
ming. Breast cancer produces no milk; cancer of the salivary glands
produces no saliva. This is likely to be an additional consequence of a
change in spatial configuration.
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A doctor sees countless examples of the importance of the extra-

cellular constraints in cell differentiation. I am writing this text while

vacationing in Brittany, a region where congenital hip luxation is

common. The femur is dislocated upward in the pelvis,.above its nor-

mal position. The result is an abnormal femoral socket, located too

high in relation to the femur. This out-of-place articulation is fragile.

It is as if the faulty position of the femur creates this articulation

through repeated friction. Here is another example: following an ac-

cident, a portion ofbone has disappeared. Ifthere is no fixation sur-

gery, the muscles on the remaining bone will confer contradictory

movement to the proximal portion of the distal. A new articulation

will form between the remaining bone portions. This pseudoarthro-

sis is usually painful and debilitating. other examples: a silicone

breast implant is quickly surrounded by synovial cells; the hands of a

manual laborer are rapidly covered with calluses.

Development of the embryo and the fetus also depends on the en-

vironment. At birth, the epiphyses are made of cartilage. The progres-

sion of bone formation is an exact reflection of the child's age' Thus,

when the police want to establish a young offender's age, an X-ray of the

hand is taken. Mechanics experts tell us that transformation of one

tissue into another, for example cartilage into bone, takes place based

on local constraints. This intuition is confirmed by laboratory experi-

ments: if you compress chicken cartilage, it will become ossified'

This whole process is antithetical to definitive genetic program-

ming. In order to avoid saying that the environment controls the cel-

lular mechanism, the euphemistic term "cellular plasticity" is cur-

rently in vogue.

Let us provide one final proof, of the type mathematicians call "ad

absurdum." Cells in a Petri dish are well nourished, subjected to little

mechanical constraint, and show almost no differentiation. In order

to restore some differentiation, the cells must be bound by means of

integrins: in other words, they must be constrained. One of the note-

worthy failures of molecular biology resides in its inability to pro-

duce saliva, milk, or pancreatic juice in the laboratory.
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In order to understand how the cell functions, we have engaged in
learned investigations of the genome. Apparently, it is an a question
of physics and biochemistry. But no matter how complex a genome
may be, it is still subject to the laws of nature. cell differentiation
seems to be mostly a function of the cell,s environment.

Let us return to clinical practice. One ofthe first questions a can_
cer patient asks is: "Why me?"

There again the role of cell environment is crucial. what the clini-
cian sees is that cancer never develops in healthy tissue. cirrhosis, al-
cohol related or not, prepares for liver cancer; chronic bronchitis
paves the way for lung cancer; chronic parasitic infection precedes
bladder cancer; chronic pancreatitis is at the origin of cancer of the
pancreas. The more severe the chronic bronchitis, cirrhosis, or pan_
creatitis, the greater the risk ofcancer. we all know that tobacco caus-
es architectural changes such as emphysema, chronic bronchitis, and
subsequent lung cancer. Even in nonsmokers, architectural changes
such as tuberculous cavity, pulmonary fibrosis, and nickel- or chro-
mium-induced fibrosis precede lung cancer.

I have never diagnosed cancer in a healthy tissue. As a young resi-
dent, I had to attend the autopsies of my patients. The lung of a bron-
chitis patient, just like the liver of a cirrhosis sufferer, was hard and
wrinkled like old skin. Microscopic analysis confirms the thickening
of the conjunctive tissue. Cirrhosis provides the best example. The
epithelium is distorted; the tubular epithelium becomes nodular in
the regeneration nodules. The greater the distortion of the epithe-
lium, the greater the risk of cancer. The forces acting on the cells are
no longer the same. In some places, the cells are more compressed
than in others. In a zone of lesser constraint, the cell will divide and
will escape from its neighbor by sliding away. Thus, the cancerous
clone is born.

Patients with genetic developmental anomalies are more suscepti_
ble to cancer. Children with trisomy develop leukemia and solid tu-
mors. What do chronic bronchitis, cirrhosis,Lilharziasis, and trisomy
have in common? They all present a thickening of the conjunctive tis-
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sue underlying the epithelium. The ultrasound performed at g

months'gestation is intended to detect trisomy. The doctor measures

the increased thickness ofthe fetal nucha, that is, ofthe subcutaneous

conjunctive tissue.

We have known for over 50 years that changing the architecture of
a tissue is sufficient to induce cancer. For example, subcutaneous in-
jections of cellulose, chemically inert but sharp, are cancer produc-

ing. The same cellulose is harmless when the borders are rounded.

Asbestos, a fireproof material, comes from different countries. Asbes-

tos fibers from some countries are less sharp than those from other

countries. Sharp fibers are much more dangerous than blunt fibers.

This difference in origin, and consequently in form and in harmful-
ness, has been the main defense argument of the asbestos lobby. For

the same reason, nuns no longer wear "horns" as a headdress: the

constant friction caused ear cancers. Man's best friend, the dog, pro-

vides another example. Veterinarians insert small radio transmitters

in the dog's ear so that, if lost, he can be found. The form of this trans-

mitter determines whether or not the animal will develop cancer.

Physics is only one aspect of the picture. Most cancers are not

caused by foreign bodies. Here again, history provides insightful
clues as to why loss of cell polarity apPears to play such a key role in
cancer.

At the turn of the nineteenth century, the Prussian state coordinat-

ed all efforts in view of applying the results of fundamental research

not only to industry, but also to the preparation of a war with France,

seen as inevitable. In today's jargon, we would describe such a project

as "fundamental research at the service of the military-industrial
complex."

These efforts produced the first synthetic dyes for the textile in-
dustry (German farmers were already raising sheep and planting

hemp and linen), the first nitrous fertilizers for agriculture (German

soil is often poor), as well as the first synthetic drugs such as aspirin.

The Germans also developed a chemical industry, which is still the

most powerful in the world.
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They took an interest in the chemistry of the living organism. The
vision of that era was simple: in order for a cell to live, it needs ener-
gy. This is what led to the discovery of the importance of cellular
breathing and of oxygen metabolism. It was this gigantic project that
led to the discovery of enzymes, which convert sugar, proteins, and fat
into energy. Any medical student can attest to the difficulty of re-
membering these cycles which fit together like Russian dolls, and
which are still known by the names of the German chemists of that
period.

And what could be easier, when you understand life, than to de-

stroy it? From the start of the First World War, these scientists lent
their knowledge to the German war effort,with the resulting devasta-

tion caused by yperite and other combat gases.

As a medical student in the late r97os, I had occasion to see the ter-
ror expressed by patients at the mere mention of gases, and to see the
pulmonary sequels of these gases 6o years later.

Yet another poison was synthesized: Zyklon B, used so "successful-
ly" in the death camps of the Second World War. Needless to say, this
research on cellular breathing mechanisms - whatever its original
merits - suffered greatly from the ensuing madness.

Let us come back to cancer. Otto Warburg measured oxygen in
cancers. As early as r9zo, he knew how to inject tumoral suspensions
into the peritoneums of mice and how to measure their gas concen-

tration. He understood that cancer is a disease of cellular breathing.
He also understood that all cancer-producing substances (arsenic,

tars, and cyanide) cause hypoxia. Either oxygen cannot reach the cell
or it cannot be utilized. In the r9zos, Warburg had identified these

two phases: first, hypoxia alters cell metabolism; second, if the cell
survives these anomalies, the latter will produce cancer. Despite the
Nobel prize awarded to Otto Warburg, his work has largely been for-
gotten. Almost a century after his first discoveries, cancers are still
hypoxic.

What came first, the chicken or the egg? Today, hypoxia is com-
monly thought to be a consequence of rapid tumor growth exhaust-
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ing the vascular supply. This could be wrong' On the conlrary, cancer

could be a logical consequence of hypoxia' How can we be sure? It is

notoriously difficult to measure cellular concentration in orygen and

is even more difficult to modulate it.
Myperspective is that of the clinician.We know that inflammation

and consequent fibrosis and tissue disruption pave the way for cancer'

It maywellbe that inflammation and transient hypoxia are synonymous'

The definition of inflammation has not changed since Galen (for

close to r,8oo years). It is still defined as pain, redness, and heat in tis-

sues. But Galen had only his hands for instruments. He knew nothing

about chemistry and oxygen.

Just like cancer, inflammation has numerous causes, which, at first

glance, seem very different. What do an infection, a foreign object

such as a splinter, irritation caused by a chemical, and an allergen

such as tiny dust mites living in bedclothes have in common?

A microscopic examination reveals that the tissue is invaded by

white blood cells, that dilated blood vessels are responsible for red-

ness ofthe skin, and that fibroblasts secrete collagen.

Critical analysis of extensive data banks allows us to conclude that

oxygen reduction alone may be sufficient to explain white blood cell

invasion, collagen deposits, and dilated vessels.

Our hypothesis is that Galen's inflammation is nothing more than

temporary hypoxia. Here again, we may be rediscovering the wheel'

No need to carry out experiments, we already have the proof' In cases

of heart attack, peripheral tissues located far from the heart, such as

skin, internal organs, and muscles, present inflammation. Once again,

there is lymphocyte proliferation, collagen deposits render the visce-

ra fibrous, and blood vessels are dilated. In animals, an artificial heart

can correct this hypoxia: the inflammation simply disappears.

Hypoxia results in extracellular matrix deposition. Fibrosis, the

ubiquitous complication of untreated inflammation, perpetuates hy-

poxia and paves the way for cancer.

The effect of oxygen on bacteria has been known for a long time'

A change in milieu can trigger cell multiplication. In Petri dishes, an-
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imal cells can be exposed to air poor in oxygen. Human cells are full-
fledged organisms, which behave according to the chemical and

physical milieu in which they live. When the concentration of oxygen

is reduced, cells undergo morphological changes (loss of cell diffe-
rentiation) and proliferate. This deprivation causes a decrease in cell

integrin and cell-to-cell contact. The epithelial cell mayloose its pola-

rity. This is the bridge between biology and physics.

Cancer is commonly thought to result from multiple anomalies of
the genome. A carcinogen damages a few essential genes and cancer

develops. Cancer as a consequence of genetic anomalies has pro-

duced marketable notions: cancer genes, tumor suPPressor genes'

and the necrosis factor of cancer previously known by the less poetic

name "cachexia factor." Everything seems to point to the essential role

of genes in cancer. First of all, hereditary cancers. The genes respon-

sible have gradually been cloned. Counseling and prenatal diagnosis

are already a reality. At the same time, it has been observed that can-

cer cell genomes present many anomalies: mutations, suppressions'

and genetic amplifications. The assumption is that a few mutations
can cause a cell to become cancerous,

Attributing cancer to genome anomalies, as is done much too of-

ten, is a mistake in most cases. First, most cancers are not hereditary.

For example, less than 5olo of breast cancers are of genetic origin. Ac-

tivation of oncogenes is not specific to cancer. It is frequent in em-

bryogenesis, and even in adult life. One study has found oncogene ac-

tivation in 7oo/o of normal breasts.

Forty years ago, in the early stages of molecular biology, cloning a
gene was a gigantic enterprise. Mutations in cancer were rare. Today

the process has been simplified. We speak of roo,ooo mutations per

cancer cell. Far too many.

Our work consisted of changing perspective, forgetting the ge-

nome of the cell in order to concentrate on the cellular environment,

changing the focus from cancer as a cellular anomaly to cancer as the

disease of an organ. A new perspective is valuable only if it conforms

to reality. Changing perspective does not negate the existence of ge-

nomic alterations; it includes them in a larger picture' In the sixteenth

century, the inconsistencies of an earth-centered cosmology were ob-

vious to all the experts. But, the Copernican revolution was finally ac-

cepted only because it confirmed what anyone could observe direct-

lyithat the sun rises in the east, that there are about z8 days in a lunar

month...
Can a modification of the cell environment disturb the genome?

proof of this already exists. If you deprive a bacterium of food, it will

generate spores. If you heat, chill, suffocate, or starve a cell' if you

Jtr.t.h it o. comptess it, mutations and a teorganization of the ge-

nome will result. All these manipulations are designated by the term
..cellular stress." Whatever the exact nature of the stress, it activates

the heat shock proteins responsible for genome instability' Chronic

friction caused by renal lithiasis , although chemically inert - is

enough to produce multiple mutations of the integument epithelium

initially, urrd th"r, cancer. But mutations are just as frequent with

these cancers as with any other neoplasm'

This deprivation in oxygen also results in mutation, oncogene ac-

tivation, urrd irrhibition of tumor supPressor genes' The activation of

these defense mechanisms is, for a time, not the cause, but the conse-

quence of cancer. Subsequently, this oncogene activation will' in turn'

increase cellular hypoxia and accelerate carcinogenesis'

Inthefollowingchapters,Iwillprovethatcancerisadirectconse-
quence of changes in constraint' These changes are a consequence of

hypo*ia. As I am trying to convince a learned audience' I will be us-

ing more technical terms and referenced sentences'
-curr.", 

is both a fascinating conundrum and a merciless killer. our

only real goal is not to solve a riddle but to contribute to a solution. In

the final chapters, we will see how this tentative redrawing of the pic-

ture can lead to effective treatment'

1 Introduction
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Our reasoning is shaped by the great successes of the last

century.Just like o microbe couses infection,cancer is supposed

to be the consequence of genetic iniuries inside a human cell.

But concer cells do not summarize cancer.

There may be o persistent tumor mass following successful

chemotherapy.These cancer cells have changed destiny

and stop dividing.similarly,cancer cells iniected into a healthy

animalor on embryo often differentiate into normalcells.
Cancer cannot be ascertained by cytological examination alone.

Today, it is universally accepted that cancer is a disease of the cell.

This was not always the case. Up until the middle of the twentieth

century, cancer was considered a disease of the tissues' Hence, treat-

ment consisted in the excision of the entire affected organ' as illus-

trated by the radical mastectomies advocated by Halsted. Language

still preserves traces of the time when cancer was a disease of the or-

gan. We still speak of cancerous tissue and cancerous tumor trans-

plants.
Medical and biologic ideologies advance hand-in-hand. Alexis

Carrel (r) focused his research on the organ rather than the cell, and

in 1938 he wrote: "For the first time, medical science is capable of ap-

prehending bodily structures in the fullness of their reality, of under-
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standing how the organs form the organism, and how the organism
grows, ages, heals its wounds, resists disease, and adapts itself with
marvelous ease to changing environment." To say that cancer results
from extracellular anomalies and not from intracellular lesions is to
revive old ideas and, at the same time, introduce a new state of
affairs.

Today, the obvious claim is that cancer originates in irreversible le-
sions in the DNA. The reason for this change in paradigm is not based
on any proof, but rather on progress in cell and molecular biology.

we are now able to extract human cens and keep them in curture in
a Petri dish for dozens of years. Everything is done to improve effi-
ciency. But just as in traditional agriculture, what comparison is there
between transgenic corn and the original plant grown on the high
Mexican plateau? We know how to cultivate cells, but not organs.
Therefore, the cell and its mutations explain carcinogenesis, chemo-
sensitivity, and resistance to treatment. It is likely that oncology ten_
ets would be different if we knew how to cultivate organs.

Cellular Theory and the lnfluence
of lnfectious Diseases

As early as tg46,Hammond (z) was able to sustain and eventually to
grow mouse embryo cells. These cells, laid out in a petri dish, multi_
plied in a serum-enriched milieu. Soon, the procedure was repeated
with tumor cells. In r95r, in Baltimore, a young lady, Henrietta Lacks,
was diagnosed with cervical cancer. Tumor cells were surgically re-
moved and cultured in vitro. The cels were indeed marignant and
Henrietta Laks died 8 months later. But Henrietta Laks,s cells (HeLa
cells) are still alive and well in laboratories all over the world nearly
50 years after her death.

Normal adult cells do not lend themselves well to ceilurar culture,
and can onlybe cultured for alimited time. The immortalityof tumo-
ral cells seems to constitute the very nature of cancer.

Thmor Cells.Alone Are Not Enough for Cancer Diagnosis t7

In an era primarily defined by progress in the fight against infec-

tion, the same scientists grow bacteria and tumor cells. Gradually a

change of paradigm took place: cancer became a disease of the cell.

The cancer cell replaced the bacterium. The term "antitumor antibio-
tics" is a reminder of this shift.

Molecular anticancer activity is tested on cancer cells like HeLa.

Anticancer activity is defined as the ability of molecules to kill cancer

cells first grown on Petri dishes ("in vitro") then injected in animals
("in vivo"). The hypothesis of the cellular nature of cancer becomes

dogma.

This assumption has been reinforced by the fact that cancer can be

transmitted from one animal to the other by the simple injection of
tumor cells. But are we transplanting isolated cells or a tissue?

A single cancer cell injected into an animal does not develop into
cancer. Like in a transplant, thousands of cells are required for tumor
growth (3-6). Single cells injected in the blood stream regroup after

injection (z S) to form a cancerous clot. Treatments,which simply in-
hibit cell-to-cell attachment, drastically decrease the ability to form
tumors (9, ro). Just as for the graft of an organ, tumor cells only grow
in syngeneic animals or in an immunosuppressed host (1, +).

Tumor Cells AIone Are Not Enough
for Cancer Diagnosis

The diagnosis of infection is based on finding of a germ. On the con-

trarS the finding of a single'tancer cell" is not sufficient for a diagno-

sis of cancer.

Today the pathologist establishes a diagnosis of cancer through
microscopic examination of a tumoral fragment. This fragment is

usually obtained after surgical biopsy or from partial or total resec-

tion of a suspicious area.

Under the microscope, cytologic and architectural anomalies co-

exist. Pathologists have described cellular anomalies such as an in-
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creased number of mitoses, the presence of nucleoli in the nucleus, or
an increased nucleus-cytoplasm ratio.

These cellular anomalies are not specific to cancer (rr). To diagnose
cancer based solely on the observation of cytologic anomalies is po-
tentially dangerous, given the high risk of error. Inflammation can be
responsible for the same cytologic anomalies as an aggressive form of
cancer. This is why, when a cervical smear is suspect, the patient is
treated with antibiotics. If the cytologic anomalies persist, only a biop-
sy can establish malignancy. The biopsy will confirm the cytologic
anomalies and, above all, will reveal cancerous tissue structure.

Neither can a biological marker secreted by a cancer cell estabrish
cancer with certainty. This explains the well-known unreliability of
cancer detection based on blood level tests. fust as there is no cell that
can confirm cancer by its shape alone, so there is no protein whose
presence alone indicates cancer. Of course, some proteins (e.g., ACE,
alpha-fetoprotein, beta-HCG) are secreted in large quantities by met-
astatic cancers. But these proteins are also synthesized by normal
cells, which explains specificity and the failure of cancer screening
through blood level tests. For example,Too/o of apparently healthy rats
express a mutation of the$-ras gene in the normal mammary epithe_
lium (rz). Prostate-specific antigen (pSA) proves the rule, it is a poor
screening test.

The Often Normal Life of Cancer Cells

Multiple clinical observations suggest that cancer cannot be summed
up as an irreversible disease of the cell. Teratocarcinomas are highly
malignant tumors arising from poorly differentiated embryonic cells.
Illmensee (r3) demonstrated that a malignant teratocarcinoma cell
could generate normal tissues and organs when transplanted into
early embryos. The blastocysts developed into viable mice that were
mosaics of normal and teratocarcinoma cells. Rats injected subcuta-
neously with rat hepatocarcinoma cells developed tumors; however,

Normal Cells May Be Immortal Too

when injected in the liver, similar hepatocarcinoma cells were inte-
grated into the normal liver parenchyma (r+). The reason for this cell
adaptation, whether genetic reprogramming or a change in the phys-
ical microenvironment, is unknown.

McCullough (r5) injected transformed rat epithelial cells in the liv-
er parenchyma. The tumorigenic potential was dependent on the age

of the host. It appears that aging of the liver microenvironment was

necessary for tumor growth (r5). Tumor cells injected into the liver of
young rats differentiated into normal-looking benign hepatocytes.

These experimental data are confirmed by clinical practice. Suc-

cessful chemotherapy of human germ cell cancer and neuroblastoma
is occasionally associated with residual tumors that on biopsy reveal

only differentiated cells surrounded by fibrosis (tS-v).
Similarly, the literature has described hundreds of cases of sponta-

neous remission; for no apparent reason, measurable cancers con-
firmed at histological examinations, of varying histology types (but
most often kidney cancers and melanomas), regress or disappear
completely. Explanations for this varied from an efficient immune
system to a fighting spirit, to divine intervention.

Normal Cells May Be lmmortalToo

One of the foundations of cellular cancer theory has been the immor-
tality of tumor cells. The normal cell is condemned to an inevitable
death, while the tumor cell appears immortal. This theory is based on
an obvious contrast: endless multiplication of tumoral lines, and the
difficulty of growing normal cells in vitro. Fifty years after Henrietta
Laks's death, cancer cells are still multiplying, while the correspond-
ing normal cells have long since disappeared.

In reality, cell immortality does not explain cancer. Tumor cells are

mortal. The presence of necrosis is often associated with malignancy.
The more aggressive the tumor, such as a glioblastoma, the greater
the necrotic intratumoral component.
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Apparent immortality is no longer the prerogative of malignancy.
Since the first tumoral lines were assembled, it has become a standard
assumption of biology that there is an intrinsic fixed limit to the
number of divisions that normal human cells can undergo before
they senesce, and this limit is in some way related to aging of the or-
ganism (r8). Fibroblasts, like other cell types, age in vitro and display
a limited potential for cell division in culture. For example, mesen-
chymal cells from the dermis of an embryo have a doubling potential
of 5o-6o times in vitro (r9).

The in vitro evidence is countered by estimates that the number of
cell divisions in a normal human being are several orders of magni-
tude higher than the in vitro limit, with no indication of the degener-
ative changes seen in culture. Serial transplantation experiments in
animals also exhibit many more cell divisions than the in vitro stud-
ies, with some indicating an indefinite replicative life span (r8).

Furthermore, not all cells experience this fixed limit. Epithelial
cells are grown in culture, in vitro, in infinite quantities, for skin
strips needed to cover serious burns. Embryonic or adult stem cells,
just like neoplastic cells, can multiply endlessly.

In fact, this limited life span in vitro may be an artifact. Cells are
severely stressed by enzymatic dispersion and sustain cumulative
damage during serial subcultivations. The evidence includes large in-
creases in cell size and cell heterogeneity, reductions in replicative ef-
ficiency at low seeding densities, appearance of abnormal structures
in the cytoplasm, changes in metabolism, and DNA changes not seen
in vivo. Rubin (r8) proposes that the limit on the replicative life span
is an artifact that reflects the failure of diploid cells to adapt to the
trauma of dissociation and the radically different foreign environ-
ment of cell culture.
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Cell Growth: A Balance
Between Glycolysis
and Physical Constraint

# * + * ka z I :9

Human cells are exposed to biochemical and physical
constroints.ln the presence of oxygen, glucose is degraded into
energytwater,and carbonic aas.At lower concentration of
oxygen, by contrast, glucose is incompletely degraded ond
metabolites are produced.Some metobolites of glucose react to
form amino acids,lipids and nucleic acids.These amino acids in

turn form proteins,the lipids are transformed into hormones
ond the nucleic acid provides DNA and RNA.ln this manner,
anaerobic glycolysis provides cells with allthe requirement for
mitosis,both physical (sufficiant cell mass) and biochemical
(suitabl e m olecu la r speci es).

Cancer and its hallmark, unrestrained cell growth, cannot be defined

solely to a disease of the genome. Why do cell divide? To understand

human cell division, a detour in the world of microbiology is neces-

sary.

Bacteria and yeast multiply if food is abundant and if the milieu is

favorable. In the living world, energy passes from the sun to photo-
synthetic organisms and then to other organisms in the form of the

chemical bonds of sugars, lipids, and proteins. To obtain energy in a
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usable form, yeast must have an electron (or hydrogen) donor, which

serves as an initial energy source within the cell. The nutrition, such

as glucose, provides the initial electron. In aerobic resPiration, oxy-

gen serves as the final electron acceptor. In anaerobic respiration (fer-

mentation), inorganic substances other than oxygen' such as nitrate

ions (NOr-), serve as the final electron acceptor.

In the presence of sufficient concentration of oxygen' glucose is

completely degraded into water and carbonic gas' At lower concen-

trations of oxygen, there is incomplete degradation of glucose and

production of waste.

The great chemist and microbiologist Louis Pasteur played a cen-

tral role in proving that this conversion to ethanol required living or-

ganisms rather than a chemical catalyst. In 186r, Pasteur showed that

by bubbling oxygen into yeast broth the cells could be made to stoP

growing but ferment vigorously - an observation later called the Pas-

teur effect. Yeast consumes much more glucose in the absence of oxy-

gen than in its presence. In modern terms the Pasteur effect amounts

to an activation of anaerobic glycolysis in the absence of oxygen in

order to meet cellular ATP utilization requirements with the much

lower efficiency of ATP production by fermentation compared to res-

piration. Hypoxia and its consequent anaerobic glycolysis result in

yeast growth and multiplication.
During anaerobic glycolysis, there is production of waste. Part of

this waste is released in the extracellular component. Some wastes

produced by anaerobic glycolysis are highly valuable. As a French-

man, I am fond of wine, a waste product of prokaryotic fermentation.

Other "waste products" of anaerobic glycolysis stay inside the cell,

this is the case of amino acids, lipids, glucids, and nucleic acid (r-s).

These amino acids in turn form proteins, Iipids are transformed into

hormones, and nucleic acid is transformed into DNA and RNA. Thus

we can see that thanks to anaerobic glycolysis a cell has at its disposal

everything needed for mitosis. The cell mass increases, cell division

becomes possible.

3 CelI Growth: A Balance Between Ctyt"tytit 
""a 

Pnytit"l z5

Like bacteria and yeast, human cells multiply' in vitro' in Petri

clishes. fust like bacterial cultures, the milieu used for human cell cul-

ture is a mixture of water, electrolytes, vitamins and' above all' fetal

serum (blood is an excellent milieu for bacterial culture' as septice-

mia clearly shows).

Vtany higher animals share this property of oxygen balance with

yeast. When given nutrients and oxygen' they will burn fuel quickly

iike a stoked fire, but when deprived of oxygen' they will reproduce by

cell multiplication and division (rather than metabolize)' This kind of

lrehavior - burn fuel or divide - is common to many organisms in-

cluding human cells. Differentiated human cells' like the those of the

musclJs, kidney, or heart, use respiration' Because there is complete

clegradationofglucose,thereisnoincreasedcellularmass'Lesser-
clifierentiated cells like bone marrow stem cells use both aerobic and

anaerobic glYcolYsis.

tl'todern biology has been marred by the discoveries of hundreds

of growth factors. Growth factors are small polypeptides' They are

*ui" prodo.ts of partial combustion of glucose by one cell' This val-

uable iaste is metabolized and digested by another cell. These "-

growth factors" are ultimately turned into energy' Adding adequate

iood like glucose, amino acid, or,.growth factors,'to a cell culture trig-

gers cell division.
The concept of growth factors, which was for some time limited to

polypeptides, now extends to sugars and fat' such as triglycerides' All

inese molecules have one thing in common: they deliver energy to the

cell'Thereareno..signalingmolecules''whichcannotbetransformed
into energy. Like growth factors, hormones can be secreted by distant

cells or ,riiii""a on the spot. Steroid hormones are derivatives of cho-

lesterol, that is, of fat.

chemists understand the importance of cellular energy. They

tnodify "growth factors" and synthesize false nutrients' which cannot

Ue dig.sàa and transformed into available energy for the cell'As a re--

sult, àl1 metabolism is reduced' If the cells select this type of "growth

factor" for nourishment, they will ultimately starve to death'
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Like a motor, the cell consumes energy. Its nutrients are called lip-
ids, proteins, and sugars by some (dieticians, endocrinologists, bacte-
riologists), cytokines, chemokines, and growth factors by others. Cel-
lular ecologists call these growth factors a resource.

But mitosis is not always possible. Energy and increased cell size
are not sufficient to displace the rigid borders of the petri dish. Even
when it has filled up on growth factors, the cell cannot divide. Only
the death of its neighbor, which diminishes constraint, allows further
cell division to compensate for the loss.

Orthopedics confirms the role of constraints on cell division.To
lengthen a bone, orthopedists make an incision in the bone, then ex-
ert traction. Constraint is diminished at the level of the surgical bed,
and cell multiplication becomes possible. Similarly, human tendon is
elongated by the application of load at its extremity (6).

Prior to a difficult operation, because of limited skin for wound
closure, a skin-stretching device (an inflatable balloon) is inserted
under the skin. After incremental traction the skin is elongated, the
wound can be closed. Similarly, stretching of peripheral nerves in-
creases the length of the nerve (Z). Mechanical deformation of fetal
rat lung cells simulating fetal respiratory movements increases cellu-
lar replication (9). Rhythmic deformation also increases the intesti-
nal epithelial cell proliferation in a frequency-dependent manner (6,
ro).

The effect of shear stress on the endothelial cell is another well-
studied example (6, 8). Shear stress is responsible for vascular net-
work formation, the fractal organization of the arterial and venous
trees, as well as the unavoidable tropism of arteries toward capillaries
and then veins (8). At the cellular level, shear stress induces cell pro-
liferation. The bone, the cartilage, the nerves, the endothelium, the in-
testine or the lung are not unique in responding to external forces;
virtually all cells are affected by the mechanical environment (6-15).

Another example of the role of physical constraints is the change
in cell growth in eukaryotic cells exposed to decreased gravity during
space missions like Skylab (16). The importance of physics in regulat-

ing cell growth is also confirmed by modern molecular biology tech-

niques. Noncommunicating cells can multiply. when transfected with

expressible gap-junction genes, these cells had restored cell-to-cell

communication and normal constraints resulting in growth arrest

(rz r8).
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Extracellu lar Constraints Regulate
Cell Differentiation 

fl g,l &,. , ï Fq

The aim of this chapter is to suggest that cell differentiation,
like cell multiplication, may be simply the result of physical

and chemical consffai nts.

Itake the informative example of ossification:The study of bone
oge, obtained from X-rays of the hand, shows that ossification

of the cartilage is very precise both in time and in spoce.

Ossification (that is differentiation of cartilage into bone) results

from a combinotion of mechonical and biochemical constraints.

This example of cell differentiation is notthe only one

to be explained by changes in local constoints.

Currently, the predominant hypothesis explains cellular differentia-

tion as an essentially genetic intracellular process. But, after the deci-

phering of the human genome, molecular biology has yet to provide

a clear picture of how and why a cell may change its destiny.

The growth and maturation of the hand is a highly predictable

phenomenon (r). During embryogenesis, bones of the diaphysis are

formed on an initial cartilaginous model. Cartilage is later replaced

by bone; this process is called enchondral ossification (z). The long

bones of the hand end near the joint in a seParate epiphysis, which is

ossified during childhood. The epiphysis becomes fused with the

shaft of the bone (diaphysis) at puberty when growth comes to an
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end (z). The epiphyses undergo a characteristic series of events: cen-
tral calcification, absorption of cartilage and enchondrar ossification
(z). At birth, there is no limited detectable bone on X-rays of the
epiphysis of the hand. Bone development assessed by a simple radio_
logical picture of the right hand has been used to confirm the age of
the infant (r), assess its nutritional status if there is a delay in ossifica-
tion because of an underlying disease (3), or even estimate the age of
the cadaver of an immature child (4).

Coordinated Development of the Hand

The proper development of the musculoskeletal system requires the
coordinated development of cartilage, bone, muscle, tendon, and car-
tilage (5). In the embryo, ossification of the cartilaginous anlagen of
the metatarsus starts in parallel with active movement of the feet by
muscle contraction (6). Mechanical stress resulting from muscle con-
traction seems to guide enchondral ossification patterns (6-g).

Comparison of muscle and tendon reveals that much of their mor_
phogenesis is temporally and spatially closely associated (5). Recipro-
cal muscle-tendon interactions are necessary for correct muscle-ten-
don patterning and morphogenesis. Tendon development was exam-
ined in muscleless limbs produced by coelomic grafting of early limb
buds and muscle development was analyzed in limbs where tendon
had been surgically altered (5). Subdivision of muscle masses and
segregation of tendon primordia into individual tendons require re_
ciprocal interaction between muscle and tendon (5).

Cartilage Defects Are Responsible
for Multiple Ma lformations

Achondroplasia is a rare genetic disease. The cartilage shows mor-
phological and biochemical abnormalities frequently caused by the

(irowth Plate Arrest Stops the Growth of the Hand

substitution of arginine for glycine in the fibroblast growth factor re-

ceptor (g-rz). At birth, short stature and squared pelvis are not obvi-

ous (rz). The deformity increases with age (rz) and is not limited to

the cartilage but also to the bone, the muscles, and the peripheral

nerves. In more general terms, when there is bone malformation,

muscles and tendons do not develop normally; their development is

linked to that of the bones, probably due to changes of constraint on

muscles and tendons.

Growth Plate Arrest Stops the Growth of the Hand

The use of rigid fixation for fracture of the extremity is commonplace

(ra). Epiphyses plated for r year show increased bone differentiation,

premature closure, and growth arrest (r4)' They also have shortened

muscles, tendons, and nerves. In young cancer patients, growth plate

injury often results from surgery or radiation therapy. This translates

into marked deformity, sclerotic metaphyseal bands, muscular atro-

p\a and growth arrest (r5). Here again, the muscles, tendons, and

nerves are shortened. Similar treatments that were delivered sparing

the growth plate had markedly fewer side effects (rl).
It is at puberty that growth plates are fused and growth stops. This

may be due to a direct hormonal effect. But the normal growth plates

are under increased pressure; the largest load comes from muscle

(16). The muscle load increases around puberty. The most intense

force development occurs between n and 15 years of age in boys, and

earlier in girls (rZ). Girls stop growing earlier than boys do. Treatment

with testosterone of young boys prior to puberty increases muscle

mass and causes growth cessation (r8). Similarly, heavily trained

gymnasts (rg) or swimmers (zo) experience attenuated growth dur-

ing their years of training followed by catch-up growth during a re-

duced training schedule or in the months following retirement.

31
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Growth Plate Growth May Be Enough to Explain
the Expansion of the Hand

Growth of long bones occurs at the growth plate, a cartilage structure
that contains three main layers: the resting, proliferative, and hyper-

trophied zones. Growth of long bones occurs at the growth plate, a

layer of cartilage that separates the epiphysis from the metaphysis.

Growth plates exhibit spatial polarity. Proliferative chondrocytes
undergo terminal differentiation when they approach the metaphy-

seal, but not the epiphyseal, border of the growth plate (zr). By con-
trast, the elongation of the muscles, the tendons, the skin, or the
nerves appears secondary to bone growth.

Muscle is highly responsive to changes in functional demands.

Overload leads to hypertrophy, whereas decreased load force genera-

tion and immobilization, with the muscle in the shortened position,
leads to atrophy (zz).

Human tendon is elongated by the application of load at its ex-

tremity (23). Mechanical tension increases the number of fibro-
blasts (24).

Ossification Appears to Result
from Growth Plate Growth

In r9rr, Gebhardt (25, z6) suggested that the ossification of the chon-

droepiphysis started at a point where the accumulation of stress was

the greatest. The ossification center of the epiphysis is formed by hy-
pertrophied chondrocytes. In a short period of time, calcium phos-

phate is deposited in the matrix around these cells (26). In vitro,
mouse metatarsals are exposed to external load (26). Intermittent
ambient hydrostatic pressure increases the calcification (25).There is

accelgrated osteogenesis in the area of intermittent high shear
(25, zz).

Mechanical Stress Induces Cellular Differentiation

Recently, Maitournam (28) reviewed a data bank of X-rays of the

hand of .irildr.r, of various ages' Using finite-element analysis he

showed that the localization and the pattern of growth of ossification

takes place in areas of high hydrostatic Pressure and shear stress'

rhe fact that the combination of shear stress and prebsure is corre-

lated to mineralization appears to be a general phenomenon' The os-

sification of the vertebral body starts at its center, where shear stress

is the greatest. Early ossification of the diaphysis of the femur takes

pt".e u:t a time when the joints are flatter (29,3o),again in an area of

irigh ,h.ur. Cartilage that does not ossify (e'g', joint, nose, larynx' ear'

bronchus) is not exposed to high shear stress'

Mecha nical Stress I nd uces Cel lu lar Differentiation

Mesenchymal stem cells are multipotent cells that can be induced to

differentiate into a variety of mesenchymal tissues' including bone'

cartilage, tendon, fat, bone marrow stroma, and muscle (+)' Several

,n.r"rrlhy*ul cells (mechanocytes), e'g', osteoblasts and fibroblasts

as well as mrrscle cells, are activated by mechanical strain (:r).In the

past two decades, it has been well established that many cells are sen-

sitive to mechanical forces and can change their phenotype and sur-

rounding extracellular matrix (ECM) in response to the mechanical

environÀent (32). Traction apPears to generate condensation and

maturation of chondrocytes or feather, scale, and hair formation

Gt-tg).
Chondrocytes are known to sense and respond to mechanical

stimuli(+o)'Fluid-inducedshearcauseschondrocytestoelongate
and align (4r). Chondrocytes respond to shear stress by an increased

secretiJn of extracellular matrix, namely collagen and proteoglycan

(4o), as well as the modification of metabolism (4r)' However' pri-

mary adult bone cells do not appear to respond to fluid-flow-induced

shear stress in these physiological ranges (42)'
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External load also plays a critical role in determining muscle mass
and its phenotype in myocytes (q). Myocytes have the ability to
sense mechanical stretch and convert it into intracellular growth sig-
nals, which leads to hypertrophy. Stretch is, by itself, an important
mechanical signal for the production of more actin and myosin fila_
ments, and for the addition of new sarcomeres. This is preceded by
upregulation of transcription of the appropriate genes, some of
which,like the myosin isoforms, markedly change muscle phenotype.
Indeed, the switch in the expression induced by mechanical activity
of myosin heavy chain genes, which encode different molecular mo-
tors, is the means by which the tissue adapts to a given type of physi_
cal activity. Mechanical stretch of myocytes in vitro causes activation
of multiple second messenger systems that are very similar if not
identical to growth factor-induced cell signaling systems.

similarly, traction induces the secretion of extracellular matrix by
fibroblasts, distorts collagen gels and creates patterns similar to ten-
don (a4). This morphogenetic rearrangement of extracellular matrix
is the primary function of fibroblast traction and explains its exces-
sive strength (44).

Pathologic Calcification and Ossification
Can Also Be lnduced by Hypoxia and Alkalosis

circumstantial evidence suggests that hypoxia and\or arkalosis also
play a key role in pathologic calcification and ossification.

Cardiac ligature, subcutaneous implantation of glass diaphragms
or exposure of a transplanted tendon to anoxia results in transient
chondrogenesis followed by enchondral ossification (+S).

Similarly, Busher (+6) reports the case of a patient who underwent
gastric tube reconstruction. Following cardiac arrhythmia, he devel-
oped hypoxia and ischemic necrosis over 5 cm of the proximal gastric
tube. Three weeks later that area was ossified; trabecular bone was
present along the entire length of the constricted gastric tube.

l\rthologic Calcification and Ossification

Ectopic ossification has been associated with several conditions in
lroth neoplastic and non-neoplastic tissue (+6-+g).Paraplegic pa-

tients frequently develop ectopic ossification (+6,5o). But there is no

significant difference of ectopic bone formation between paraplegic

rabbits and nonparaplegic rabbits under the same immobilization

and passive movement of the posterior legs. For Izumi (5o), the rea-

son may simply be poor oxygenation because of blood stasis'

Cartilage is practically avascular (nutrients are transported from

the synovial fluid and vascularized subchondral bone) (62). Oxygen

tensions within cartilage are therefore significantly lower than vascu-

larized tissues ranging from z.7o/o to 7.5o/o oxygen (62-6+). When

pregnant mice are exposed to hypobaric oxygen in vivo, the embryos

suffer from major scoliosis. The malformations are present in the car-

tilaginous stage of development of the vertebral column (65).

The effects of oxygen on cell differentiation are confirmed in vitro.
Oxidative stress regulates cell function and proliferation (66). Low

oxygen tension promotes and induces redifferentiation of dedifferen-

tiated bovine articular chondrocytes (67).

Calcium mineral deposition in the atherosclerotic plaque also re-

sults from hypoxia. The vascular cell, when exposed to hydrogen per-

oxide, differentiates into an osteoblastic cell (5r); this effect is coun-

teracted by antioxidants. Oxidative stress modulates the differentia-
tion of bone and vascular cells in opposite ways (5r).

Metabolic acidosis increases calcium efflux from bone and hyper-

calciuria (52). Metabolic acidosis increases osteoporosis and osteom-

alacia and the propensity to develop kidney stones (53). By contrast,

alkalosis neutralizes endogenous acid production and improves bone

mineral accretion (sz,S+).

Calciphylaxis is a rapidly developing fatal process ofvascular cal-

cium deposition with prominent cutaneous manifestation. Metastat-

ic pulmonary deposition is a complication of renal failure. The path-

ologic deposition of calcium is favored by alkalosis (SS' s6).

3s
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Shear Stress and Pressure Modify
the Extracellular Matrix and Change
the Availability of Nutrients and Oxygen

How shear stress and pressure can induce cell differentiation is a mat-
ter of speculation. It may be a direct effect, the release of a differenti-
ation factor (Sz) or decreased availability of oxygen because of limit-
ed diffusion due to increased extracellular matrix.

Collagen is a vital component of the extracellular matrix both of
muscles and tendons (iA). It acts as a scaffold to maintain muscle
shape and permit even distribution of force, and plays a crucial role
in the mechanical properties of the tendons. Under normal circum-
stances, collagen is continually being synthesized and degraded
throughout life. Increased mechanical stress,which causes muscle hy-
pertrophy, stimulates collagen synthesis. The concentration of other
extracellular molecules (e.g., laminin, fibronectin, vitronectin) is also
modulated by mechanical stress (59).

Mechanical compression and tension generated by the condensing
mesenchyme in the limb bud (eo) appear to be enough to constrict
and close off the thin-walled undifferentiated blood vessels caught in
the condensation foci (6o), thus leading to avascular areas. The diffe-
rentiation of muscle and cartilage has been interpreted in terms of
vascular prepattern. Extracellular matrix and\or low oxygen tension
differentiates stem cells into chondrocytes (6r).

Hypothesis: Shear Stress lnduces Alkalosis
Which ls Known to lncrease Calcium Deposition

Stylophora pistillata is a scleractinian coral. Its calcification is a func-
tion of mechanisms that concentrate the CO, in coral cells (68). Pan-
creatitis stones, a frequent complication of chronic pancreatitis, are
made of calcite (CaCOr). The precipitation of CaCO, is a function of

I lypothesis: Shear Stress Induces Alkalosis 37

the pH and the availability of bicarbonates (69). Similarly, extracellu-

lar alkalosis increases calcium precipitation at the periphery ofpan-

creatic B cells (zo).

The pH surrounding the osteoclast is highly acidic (Zr)' The apical

bone-resorbing compartment of the osteoclast is sealed off by the at-

tachment of the osteoclast to the calcified matrix and is actively acid-

ified by the osteoclast. In the low pH environment of the bone-re-

sorbing lacuna produced by the osteoclast, the mineral phase dis-

solves, exposing the organic matrix to the action of the secreted en-

zymes. These observations are consistent with a scheme in which, in

the low pH environment of the bone-resorbing lacuna produced by

the osteoclast, the mineral phase dissolves, exposing the organic ma-

trix to the action of the secreted enzymes. The activity of these en-

zymes is in turn presumably favored by the acidic milieu. All constit-

uents of the matrix, whether mineral or organic, would then be re-

duced to their elemental forms (ions and amino acids) extracellu-

larly.
The secretion of acid by proton pumps involves cation-indepen-

dent mannose-6-phosphate receptors. These receptors bind to an en-

zyme-linked mannose-6-phosphate (zr). There is "in vitro" evidence

of the importance of pH in bone formation and resorption. Metabol-

ic acidosis increases urinary calcium excretion (l+). By contrast, alka-

losis neutralizes endogenous acid production and improves bone

mineral accretion (f+). Alkalosis causes a decrease in osteoclastic be-

ta-glucuronidase release and an increase in osteoblastic collagen syn-

thesis and calcium deposition on the bone cells (72).

The link between hypoxia, alkalosis, and calcium precipitation is

complex and beyond the realm of this book' Chemical hypoxia induc-

es hypocapnia alkalosis in primary culture (zf). Similarly, ischemia

and hypoxia may induce alterations of ion homeostasis, including

alkalosis (z+).
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Conclusion

Currently, the predominant hypothesis explains cellular differentia-
tion as an essentially genetic intracellular process. However, it is pos-
sible or even probable that this differentiation is the result of simple
biochemical and physical events of extracellular origin. These chang-
es trigger complex modifications in gene expression, which in turn
modulate cell differentiation.
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Changes in Cellular Constraints
During Carcinogenesis (!' t* ,$,v ?'lll Ë

Cancer is considered a multistep process in which multiple

genetic alterations occur that have a cumulative effect on the

control of cett protiferation, division, and growth.This view of
ca nce r, h oweve r, i s n of excl u sive. I n thi s ch o pte r, w e revi ew

supporting evidence that corcinoma may be secondary to the

disorgonization of an organ and should not be considered os a

disease timited to the epithelial cell'This disorganization may

have multiple causes, such as embryonic remnants, severe burns,

or, more often, inflammation and chronic fibrosis.

This disorganization results in change of physical and

biochemi cal constrai nts.

In the previous chapters, we saw that cell growth and differentiation

are controlled by externat physical and biochemical constraints. In

this chapter, we review supporting evidence that carcinogenesis (i'e',

the induction of cancer) is a direct consequence of the changes in the

architecture of the targeted organ. This tissue disruption results in

decreased mechanical constraints allowing for loss of cell differentia-

tion, mitosis, and proliferation.
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Disorganization of the Organ Precedes Epithelial
Tumor Formation

Liver Cancer

Cancer is frequently associated with preexisting tissue disorganiza-

tion or disruption. Between 6o0/o and goolo of hepatocellular carcino-

ma occurs in patients with hepatic macronodular cirrhosis (r' z)'

chronic liver disease of any type is a risk factor for liver cancer. The

cancer may be caused by hepatitis c or B, alcoholic liver disease, anti-

trypsin deficiency, hemochromatosis, and tyrosinemia' Its features

..rrrlt fro- hepatocyte necrosis, extensive fibrosis, connective tissue

deposition, vascular distortion and nodular regeneration of the re-

*ui.ting tissue parenchyma (z). Evidence for a cause-effect link

between cirrhosis and hepatocarcinoma is lacking. The relationship

may often be one of chance alone, since not all cirrhotics develop

cancer. Nonetheless, diseases that cause cirrhosis also increase the

risk of hepatocarcinoma (z). Furthermore, the more disorganized the

liver becomes, the higher the risk of hepatocarcinoma (2,3)'

Lung Cancer

Similarly, lung cancer is most common.among patients suffering

from any form of chronic lung disease (4,5)' History of chronic bron-

chitis, emphysema, primary lung fibrosis' chronic lung infection' and

even lung irradiation is associated with increased cancer risk (+' S)'

There is no evidence for a relationship between bronchitis or emphy-

sema and lung cancer that could not be explained by independent

links to exposure to tobacco smoke or other noxious agents. Never-

theless, the risk of lung cancer increases with the extent of disruption

of nôrmal lung architecture. For example, the risk of lung cancer is

higher among patients suffering from chronic bronchitis and severe
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impairment of the carbon monoxide diffusing capacity of the lungs

than in those with normal lung function (6)'

Breast Cancer

Breast cancer genesis also seems to be linked to architectural chang-

es. A woman's reproductive history is one of the most important de-

terminants of breast cancer risk. This is not a new notion. Ramaziani

in rToo first showed that breast cancer risk was higher among nuns

(ù.yarlyin the rgoos, investigations noted that nulliparity and a his-

tory of never having breast-fed an infant were risk factors' Modern

epiâemiological cohorts have confirmed the increased risk for breast

.un.., aftei early puberty, late menarche, and hormonal stimulation

(7).In r977,lng reported a disproportionate increase of cases of post-

Àe.topausal bieast cancer in the left breast of Tanka women of Hong

fongihought to have nursed only with the right breast (8)' All these

riskiactors and others, like radiation to the developing breast' are re-

lated(causallyornot)tochangeinthearchitectureofthebreast.
Breastcancerisrareamongyoungwomen.Itisbeforethemeno-

pause, when the architecture of the mammary gland starts to under-

go futty tissue involution, that the incidence of cancer rises (z)' With

ihe completion of menopause, the breast changes, it becomes some-

what smaller and less dense. There is a decrease in the number and

size of the ducts. These atrophic lobules are seen lying in a dense fi-

brous matrix. Increase in the connective tissue is a prominent feature

ofthis aging process (7).

The Àre cases of breast cancer in young women are often due to

hereditary anomalies. The most studied gene is BRCA-r' BRCA-I is a

nuclear phosphoprotein expressed in a broad spectrum of tissues

during cell division. The inheritance of a mutant BRCA-r allele dra-

matically increases a woman s lifetime risk for developing both breast

and ovarian cancers. This increased risk may be secondary to archi-
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tectural changes. Analysis of cases of prophylactic subcutaneous

mastectomy after genetic counseling for either carrying the BCRA-I

gene or belonging to a pedigree with familial breast cancer shows a

different architectural pattern. BCRA-r or related genes may have a

functional role in the branching pattern of the breast during lobular

development, mainly in epithelial-stroma interactions (9). BCRA-I-

deficient mice display multiple malformations (ro).

Childhood Tumors

Cancers occurring during childhood (nephroblastoma, medulloblas-

toma, retinoblastoma' or Li-Fraumeni syndrome) are also associated

with tissue disorganization from embryonic remnants (r, rr, rz)' Pa-

tients suffering from genetically encoded hereditary tumors such as

Li-Fraumeni syndrome and retinoblastoma have both mutated epi-

thelial cells and fibroblasts with impaired growth, resulting in con-

comitant malformations (rz, r3)'

Experimental Evidence that Tissue Disruption
Conftibutes to Cancer

Chemical Carcinogenesis

Exposure to chemical carcinogens is considered to cause most hu-

man cancers (r). In animal carcinogenesis experiments, a first chem-

ical (initiator) is responsible for an intense inflammatory reaction' A

second chemical (promotor) is genotoxic. The word "genotoxic" has

been created to replace the previous term,"toxic." The effect of geno-

toxic compounds is not confined to the epithelial cell; theykill epithe-

lial and stromal cells. Genotoxicity causes tissue disruption through

cell killing and replacement. For example, hepatocyte necrosis in-

duced by genotoxic compounds, which precedes hepatic carcinoma,
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is associated with substantial damage to surviving hepatocytes as

well as extensive mesenchymal changes and loss of normal liver ar-

chitecture (r4)'

In vitro, however, carcinogens have not always successfully trans-

formed normal human ceilsln culture (rS)' For these normal cells to

be transformed, they often need to be immorlalized by transfection

with a cancer-associated virus prior to exposure to a carcinogen (16)'

Radiation-lnduced Cancer

Ionizing radiation induces cancer in humans and animals (rz r8)' In

vitro, tù vast majority of attempts to achieve transformation of nor-

mal human cells into cancer celis have been unsuccessful (r8)' In fact

radiation-induced carcinogenesis appears to be a consequence of in-

flammation and fibrosis.

The female mammary gland is unique among all glands in that the

epithelium develops aftàr the birth from a rudiment that can be easi-

ly ,.*orr.d in the young rodent at about 3 weeks of age' Barcellos-

Éoff irradiated the whJe mammary gland of nurturing mice' After

the irradiation, the epithelial cells are surgically removed and.re-

placed with transplanted normal mammary cells' The cancer arises

from these normal non-irradiated epithelial cells' Tumor growth ap-

pears as a consequence of the changes in the irradiated stroma (r8)'

Physical Carcinogenesis

Chemicalsandradiationinduceinflammationandtissuedisruption.
The question is whether these architectural changes cause cancer'

The Âswer lies in the old literature on physical carcinogenesis'

It has been documented that some foreign bodies induce cancer

(19-23). The carcinogenicity of foreign bodies is linked to their shape'

Cellulosemembranefiltersofspecificshape,texture'orsizegenerate
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sarcoma. Intense inflammation and proliferative fibrosis precede

tumor formation. The combination of shape and size (about the
width of a human cell) may also be critical (23). The carcinogenicity
of this chemically inert molecule is also linked to particle shape and
size.

The International Agency for Research on Cancer evaluated the
carcinogenic effect of surgical implants and other foreign bodies in
humans (zz). The evaluation resulted in a group zB classification
(possibly carcinogenic for humans) for polymeric implants prepared
as thin smooth films, implanted foreign bodies consisting of metallic
cobalt or nickel, and a particular alloy powder consisting of 66-67o1o

nickel, t3-r6o/o chromium, and 7o/o iron. The evaluation also resulted
in a group 3 classification (not classifiable as to their carcinogenicity
to humans) for organic polymeric materials as a group, orthopedic
implants of complex composition, cardiac pacemakers, silicone
breast implants, dental materials, and ceramic implants.

Physical carcinogenesis may also be a "transforming" factor. In
nude mice, the implantation both of colon adenoma cells and of a
plastic plate is necessary for tumorigenic growth. Again, locally, there
is intense inflammation (24).

Conclusion

In humans, inflammation and its consequent tissue disruption are

major risk factors for subsequent cancer. This inflammation appears

to have multiple causes: infection, chemical, physical, aging. In the
subsequent chapters, we will see that inflammation, whatever its
apparent causes, is in fact a direct consequence of anaerobic glycoly-
sis.
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Hypoxia ls Responsible for Changes
in Cellular Constraints
During lnflammation

since the seminalwork of warburg, it has become evident thot

solid human tumors are deficient in oxygen'

lnflammation appears to be a consequence of hypoxio' Hypoxia

is responsible for tymphocyte infiltrotion, collagen deposition'

a n d po ly pepti de sec reti o n (TN F, g rowth f actor s, a n d i nter I e u ki n)

as well as blood vessel dilatation. Return to normoxia reverses

these abnormalities suggesting that inflammation and

transient glycolysis may be synonymous.

Gtycotysii induces oncogene octivation, P53 accumulation'

oi cytot<ine secretion which, in turn, mimic a situation of reduced

oxygen availability,thus being responsible for further damage

a nd tu mor Prog re:ssion.

Inflammation was defined by the ancient Greeks as redness' pain' and

heat. It can be secondary to trauma, infection, or irritation' Inflam-

mation, fibrosis, and cancer share a common features: infiltration by

leukocytes, neoangiogenesis, and intense release of cytokines and

growth factors.
The goal of this chapter is to show that these features are secon-

dary toàecreased concentration of available oxygen (i'e', hypoxia)'

, ffi ;';" tTlcg âi;11 h"gr..d1l- tT T ,ï*li i: !T É* h ll
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Cancer Cells Are Hypoxic

Since the seminal work of Warburg, it has become evident that solid
human tumors are deficient in oxygen (r). The presence of hypoxia
has been demonstrated in cervical cancer, squamous cell carcinoma

of the head and neck, melanoma, and breast cancer (2, 3). It is now
widely accepted that the metabolic microenvironment of a tumor can

dramatically influence a range of factors such as proliferation rate,

cell cycle position, growth rate, and the development of apoptosis and

necrosis (z-5).
Low oxygen tension in the primary tumor is associated with me-

tastasis in soft tissue sarcoma, cervical carcinoma, and carcinoma of
the head and neck (6). Hypoxia induces genes involved in the meta-

static cascade-like matrix, such as metalloproteinase, which degrade

the surrounding stroma and decrease the secretion of its inhibitors
(3, 7). Similarly, cell surface integrins and other adhesion molecules

are down-regulated by hypoxia (8).

For over fifty years, it has also been known that hypoxic cells are

resistant to radiation therapy. When using ionizing radiation, the

dose required to produce the same amount of cell killing is up to 3

times higher for hypoxic cells (5). Hypoxic cancer cells are also resist-

ant to chemotherapy (3).

lnflammation Occurs in Hypoxic Tissues

Less research has been focused on hypoxia and inflammation. Never-

theless, there is ample evidence that inflammation occurs in hypoxic
tissue (9-r4). For example, episodic hypoxia during brain aging con-

tributes to brain inflammation and Alzheimer's disease (r4).

For intensive care practitioners, inflammation, and transient hy-

poxia are synonymous. The'tardioinflammatory response to heart

failure" is an inflammation of the peripheral tissues, which results

from cardiac failure (4, r5, 16). There is an infiltration by lymphocytes
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and monocytes and concomitant intense release of proinflammatory

cytokines such as tumor necrosis factor and interleukin (+,rS-rg)'

Most cytokines are secreted by extramyocardial tissues and result

from peripheral hypoxia. The increased level of cytokines could fur-

ther reduce the endothelium-dependent vasolidator reslionse' there-

by creating a vicious cycle of more severe tissue hypoperfusion, more

profound hypoxia, and more intense cytokine production (4,t9,2o)'

The signs of systemic inflammatory resPonse disappear after suc-

cessful mechanical circulatory support using biventricular assist de-

vice systems. During mechanical circulatory support, elevated levels

of inflammatory mediators are indicative of persistent peripheral hy-

poxia (4).

Hypoxia Explains Features Common
to Cancer and lnflammation

Hypoxia explains features common to inflammation, fibrosis, and

cancer, namely: lymphocytic infiltration, growth factor release, an-

giogenesis, and extracellular matrix deposition (Tables 6't,6'z)'

Leukocyte I nfiltration

Hypoxia regulates the distribution of macrophages in tumors and

other inflammatory conditions. The inhibition of monocyte migra-

tion by hypoxia is rapid and reversible (zr)' Macrophage migration

inhibitory factor (MIF) plays a pivotal role in the control of inflam-

matory responses. Its concentration is dramatically increased after

hypoxia (zz).

A hypoxic microenvironment stimulates the expression of a varie-

ty of cytokines. For example, hyp oxia (zo/o O,) as opposed to a normal

concentration of orygen increases the production of cytokines in

human peripheral mononuclear cells (zl). In hypoxia, interleukin
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Table 6.r. Link between hypoxia and cancer
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(lL) - z, IL- 4,and interferon- gamma production is increased by rro o/o'

7 oo/o, and 5 oolo' resPectively'

Growth Factor Release

The primary trigger to activate expression of growth factors and

theirreceptorsaPPearstobehypoxia(z+,zs).Hypoxiaincreasesthe

Ç.rriot of rp"an. g.t"''oth as epidermal growth factor'basicfi-

broblast growth factor, platelet-derived growth factor' and vascular

enaotfretLt growth factàr' Hypoxia also induces a marked elevation

oi irunrforrriing growth factor-beta gene express ion (z +- z6)'

Vasodilatation and Neoangiogenesis

It is a well-established fact that tumors but also keloid' radiation-in-

duced fibrosis cirrhosis or chronic heart failure secrete factors that

àir".tty or indirectly stimulate angiogenesis' For example' cirrhosis

consists of hepatocyte nodules sùrounded by highly vascularized

fïbrous tissue (26). Vascular remodeling is also a constant feature of

chronic heart failure'

The simple induction of hypoxia uftt]t the expression of vascular

endothelial growth factor (V'n^Cf ) and of VEGF receptors in vivo and

in vitro (26).

Transgenic mice expressing constitutively active hypoxia indu-

cible faÀr-r alpha (uir-r alpha) in the epidermi"s ttf-""U 
a e.6U;

increase in dermal capillaries, a r3-fold elevation of VEGF exPressron'

and a six- to ninefold induction of VEGF (27)'
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Extracellu lar Matrix DePosition

Growing evidence indicates that hypoxia activates extracellular matrix

deposition (28, zg).Intermittent high-altitude hypoxia induces pul-

monary hypertension and right ventricular hypertrophy in adult rats;

prolonged hypoxia also increased the relative left ventricular mass (zo).

The increased secretion of collagen during hypoxia has been re-

produced in vitro (f o -lz). lrolyl-+-hydroxylase catalyzes the forma-

tion of 4-hydroxyproline in collagens. Analysis of the promotor re-

gion of prolyl 4-hydroxylase alpha gene shows a motif similar to the

hypoxia-responsive element (HRE) of hypoxia-inducible genes such

as erythropoietin (p). This O,-dependent hydroxylase is an oxygen

sensor (:o). In hypoxia, the O, required for prolyl hydroxylation is

Iimited (3o). Hypoxia creates a molecular environment that modifies

the triple helix folding of collagen (zg). Thus hypoxia is responsible

of extracellular collagen deposition'

Hypoxia-lnducible Factor ls Elevated During Hypoxia
and lnflammation

Many molecular and physiological responses to hypoxia are con-

trolled by the transcription factor hypoxia-inducible factor (HIF)

(lo). under conditions of normoxia, HIF is virtually undetectable due

to its rapid degradation' Its liability is mediated by an oxygen-depen-

dent degradation domain whose effect is suppressed by hypoxia (33)'

There is an emerging body of evidence suggesting that HIF is up-

regulated in inflammation, confirming the Presence of hypoxia' For

example, there is a marked increase in HIF during the inflammatory

response of hemorrhagic shock (r3). During early inflammatory

events in wound healing, an increase in HIF seems responsible for the

reéruitment of neutrophils and macrophages to the wound site (:+)'

Similarly, there is an overexpression of HIF by macrophages in rheu-

matoid synovia (35).

von-Hippel Lindut,Attiuution of HIF Cuo'

von-HiPPel Lindau:
ftiil;til" of HIF Causes Tissue Disruption

Accumulation of HIF not only occurs under conditions of hypoxia

t,r, utro in von Hippel-Lindau syndrome (VHL)' VHL is an autoso-

mal, dominant inùerited syndrome which.predisposes carriers-to

;;;g", in tissue architecture (cysts in thekidney' pancreas' epididy-

mis, and broad ligament), angiogenesis (hemangioblastoma in th'e

retina and central ,r.ruorr, ,yJr"À) and multiple cancers (renal cell

carcinoma, pheochromocytoma) as well as polyglobulia (16-lù'

In normal cells, the product of the VHL gene targets HIF for oxy-

g.rr-a"p.na"nt proteoiysis, acting 
".t 1: -t-:9t"ate 

reco gnition com-

i""#"r "" 
BlïUiqoiii" tigase (4o)' In VHL defective cells' this pro-

cess is blocked, leading to Jonstitutive up-regulation of HIF-r alpha

subunits, activation ofïe HIF complex' and overexpression of HIF

target genes (4o)'

Hypoxia lnduces. Oncogene
and P53 ExPresslon,
wf'riët't inTurn Mimic HYPoxia

During carcinogenesis, there is an activation of oncogenes and over-

expression of th. t'u*tription factor P53' Hypoxia is responsible for

an elevated mutation f'"q"""ty and a mutation pattern similar 1o

that seen in tumors (+')' Uypotiu has been reported to enhance the

transcription of *r" o"iog rli"' '-iu'' 
c-fo.s' or neu (4o-42)' Hypoxia

increases P53 protein lt""i' i" t'ormal and cancer cells (53' 54) which'

in turn, leads either to cellular growth arrest at the G'/S or G'lM

transitions of the cell cycle or to programmed cell death (apoptosis)

G+, +S).Hypoxia contributes to the selection of tumor cells express-

i"g'*"oti""s in the P53 gene partially through an increase in con-

centration in MIF t"1;;;; by i cells and macrophages (zz' +8' +g)'

Tumor cells that develop "t"'iio"' 
in p53 demonstrate a diminished
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apoptotic potential, which may contribute to further growth and tu-
mor metastasis.

Oncogene activation, accumulation of P53 or interleukin secretion
most likely stabilize HIF by inhibiting prolyl hydrorylase activity,
thus mimicking a situation of reduced oxygen availability (So-il).

Conclusion

Fifty years ago, Warburg (r) stated: "Cancer cells originate from nor-
mal body cells in two phases. The first phase is the irreversible injur-
ing of respiration. just as there are many remote causes of plague -
heat, insects, rats - but only one common cause, the plaque bacillus,
there are a great many remote causes of cancer - tar, rays, arsenic,
pressure, urethane - but there is only one common cause into which
all other causes of cancer merge, the irreversible injuring of respira-
tion." Modern biology appears to confirm these early findings.
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Fibrosis PerPetuates HYPoxia

ilffiÂpTil6q

Whether it is untreoted pneumonia,an unremoved foreign body

tike a sptinter,or cardioc insufficiency resistant to treatment,

all chronic inflammation progresses toward fibrosis.Hepatitis is

another example: either inflammation disappears or the disease

become chronic and evolves toward cirrhosis'One of the

consequences of hypoxia is the secretion of extracellular matrix,

particutarty of coliagen.These deposits perpetuate hypoxia, altet

tissue architecture, and further damage the genome'

Fibrosis is a consequence of nonresolutive inflammation (r, z). All fi-

brotic lesions, such as those in the liver (cirrhosis), joints (polyar-

thritis), and lung (idiopathic lung fibrosis) or radiation-induced fi-

brosis, whatever the type of stress which initiated them' display com-

mon features (r)' In the early phase, there is tissue inflammation with

lymphocytes and macrophages, angiogenesis and abundant myo-

dUrôUtasts. These fibroblasts deposit extracellular matrix, which is

abnormal both in quantity and quality. In every case, hypoxia appears

to precede tissue changes. It is beyond the scope of this-chapter to re-

view them all, and therefore will only give a few examples'
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Keloids Are Hypoxic

The healing of a deep surface wound begins with the formation of
granulation tissue, initially in an inflammatory milieu. The sequel

may be a hypertrophied scar or keloid. Hypertrophied scars and

keloids are hypoxic because of microvascular occlusion. Hypoxia
stimulates excessive production of collagen, which forms the bulk of
these lesions, from fibroblasts and myofibroblasts (3).

Ethanol-lnduced Liver Cirrhosis ls Hypoxic

The hepatotoxicity of alcohol results from the metabolic disturbanc-
es associated with the oxidation of ethanol via the liver alcohol dehy-

drogenase (ADH) pathway and the redox changes produced by the
generated NADH, which in turn affect the metabolism of lipids, car-

bohydrates, proteins and purines (4).In addition to ADH, ethanol can

be oxidized by liver microsomes. Induction of this microsomal path-

way contributes to increased acetaldehyde generation, with forma-
tion of protein adducts, resulting in antibody production and enzyme
inactivation; it is also associated with a striking impairment of the
capacity of the liver to utilize oxygen. Moreover, acetaldehyde pro-
motes glutathione depletion, free radical-mediated toxicity and lipid
peroxidation. Ethanol and its metabolite acetaldehyde increase colla-
gen accumulation (4, 5).

Exaggeration of the redox change by relative hypoxia, which pre-

vails physiologically in the perivenular zone, contributes to the exac-

erbation of ethanol-induced lesions (4).

Radiation-lnduced Fibrosis ls Hypoxic

Radiation-induced fibrosis is a relatively uncommon complication of
high-dose radiation therapy or accidental overexposure. It has been
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described in vivo in several tissues, including the skin, lung, heart,

and liver (r). It develops months or years following excessive irradia-

tion. It usually starts with local inflammation in the high-dose target

area and evolves slowly toward fibrosis or even necrosis'

Moderate hypoxia is detected shortly after irradiation' before the

onset of functiànal or histopathologic changes' There is a striking

correlation between the severity of hypoxia and the subsequent de-

velopment of fibrosis (6, z)'

Hypoxia lncreases Extracellular Matrix Deposition

There is clinical evidence that hypoxia is enough to increase the se-

cretion of extracellular matrix. It has been reported that cardiac liga-

ture or exPosure of a transplanted tendon to anoxia results in tran-

sientchondrogenesisfollowedbyenchondralossification(8).Simi-
larly, Busher (9) reports the case of a patient who underwent gastric

tube reconstruction. Following cardiac arrhythmia' he developed hy-

poxia and ischemic necrosis ot"' 5 tttt of the proximal gastric tube'

Thr""..rk, later that area was ossified; trabecular bone was Present

along the entire length of the constricted gastric tube'

nJtopic ossification has been associated with several conditions in

both neoplastic and non-neoplastic tissue (g-p)'Paraplegic patients

fr"qo"ntly develop ectopic ossification (g' rl)'But there is no signifi-

cant difference in ectopic bone formation between paraplegic rabbits

and nonparaplegic rabbits under the same conditions of immobiliza-

tion and passive movement of the posterior legs' For Izumi (r3)' the

reason for ectopic bone formation may simply be poor orygenation

because of blood stasis.

Calcium mineral deposition in the atherosclerotic plaque also re-

sults from hypoxia. The vascular cell,when exposed to hydrogen per-

oxide, differentiates into an osteoblastic cell (r+)' This effect is coun-

teractedbyantioxidants.oxidativestressmodulatesthedifferentia-
tion of bone and vascular cells in opposite ways (r4)'
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To say that hypoxia is responsible for the formation of cartilage is
to acknowledge the link between biochemistry and physics. A fibro-
blast is a mobile cell as witnessed by its differentiation into a macro-
phage. To subject this fibroblast to hypoxia is to transform it into a

static, cartilaginous cell embedded in its extracellular matrix. If you
expose it to further shear stress, you relegate it to a bony prison cell.

Extracellular Matrix Deposition Mimics Hypoxia

Collagen is a vital component of the extracellular matrix of both
muscles and tendons (r5). It acts as a scaffold to maintain muscle
shape and allows seven distribution of force and plays a crucial role
in the mechanical properties of the tendons.

Under normal circumstances, collagen is continually being syn-
thesized and degraded throughout life. Increased mechanical stress,
which causes muscle hypertrophy, stimulates collagen synthesis. The
concentration of other extracellular molecules (laminin, fibronectin,
and vitronectin) is also modulated by mechanical stress (16).

Oxygen depletion seems to have the same effect on cell differenti-
ation as exposure to mechanical constraints. The extracellular matrix
and\or low oxygen tension differentiates stem cells into chondrocytes
(r9). Cartilage is practically avascular; nutrients are transported from
the synovial fluid and vascularized subchondral bone (zo). Oxygen
tensions within cartilage are therefore significantly lower than in vas-
cularized tissues ranging ft om z.7o/o to 7.5o/o oxygen (zo - zz). Low oxy -

gen tension, as well as shear stress, promotes and induces redifferen-
tiation of dedifferentiated bovine articular chondrocytes (24).

It is beyond the scope of this book to elucidate the complex link
between extracellular matrix deposition and hypoxia. What is clear is
that extracellular matrix deposition induces the same pathway as hy-
poxia. A stretch of cardiomyocytes cultured on silicone membranes
activates extracellular matrix deposition. There are similar protein
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kinase cascades of phosphorylation and a similar increase in protein

synthesis, and in the exfression of genes such as c-fos' c-myc' and c-

jun (zù,as when there is exposure to hypoxia' Similarly' mechanical

itress activates HIF. This activation of HIF results' as always' in the re-

lease of "growth factors" like VEGF (28)'

Extracellular Matrix Deposition Perpetuates Hypoxia

As a gas, oxygen diffuses poorly, twenty times less than CO'' One ex-

u-pË .o-"Jfrom Alsace. In the torrents of the Vosges' trout is abun-

aant.e fewkilometers away' on the plain of the region'the resurgence

of ground waters has flooded old gravel pits' Fishermen pay high

priles for their permits and fish for tench' carP' and pikes' But they

never find trouiin these waters. This fish needs high concentrations

of oxygen to survive. The lively waters of the torrents provide it' but

the sifnant waters of the lakes contain less oxygen' Since trout is a

highlyialued fish, fishermen have designed air injectors to add oxy-

gà tà ,h" water. A pipe connected to the ventilation system blows air

into the lake. Trout can then live in these still, orygen-enriched wa-

ters.

In the human body, as in the Alsatian lakes, oxygen diffuses poor-

ly. Slight changes in distances and chemical content are enough to

.hurrg"" markeàly the amount of orygen available to the cell' Poor

o*ygËr, distribution because of extracellular matrix deposition is

.o.rÉ.*"a by pathology. Even fairly mild thickening of the alveolar

walls (pulmonary edema, acute respiratory distress syndrome' inter-

stitial àbrosis, lymphangitic carcinomatosis) renders them relatively

impermeable to oxygen ("diffusion barrier") (25'z6)'During inflam-

*ution and subsequent fibrosis there is accumulation of extracellular

matrix. This diffusion barrier results in chronic cellular hypoxia.
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Conclusion

Anaerobic glycolysis is responsible for vascular dilatation, release of
polypeptides, and increased secretion of collagen, which together
constitute inflammation. If hypoxia is not corrected quickly by re-
moving the foreign body, regulating blood flow or treating infection,
fibrosis will set in. Extracellular matrix deposits will perpetuate hy-
poxia. This inevitable consequence of nonresolving inflammation, fi-
brosis, will in turn present all the signs of hypoxia: neovasculariza-
tion, extracellular matrix deposition, release of growth factors and
cytokines.
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Metastasis:The Hunt for Food

{ffi&p'flilffi

ln order to form metastases, cells have to escope, devour the

motrix, which limits their growth, invade the stromo' infiltrate

btood and tymphatic vessels,survive circulotory sheor stress

and,finolly,be oble to adhere to the endothelial cells

of the organ that they will colonize'

The abitlty of cancer cells to metastasize appears as a direct

,onrrquérre of hypoxia.The decreased concentration in oxygen

is respânsibte for a' loosening of attachment of the cell to the

mesànchyme and the induction of proteolytic enzymes'These

cells are âbt, to break cell_matrix and cell-cell attachments

andtotraveltodistantsites.Metastaticdisseminationis
foreseeable,Tumorcellstraveltohypoxicsiteswherethereisa
release of by-products of anaerobic glycolysis'

when we were children in the Alsace, we used to spread nets and put

asmallringaroundthefootofthemigratorybirds.Scientistscould
create maps of their migrations' Each year at the same time'birds left

and joineà other birds at certain latitudes' The only way to prevent

these migrations is to offer the birds modern comforts' In order to

k""p ,tor-k, from leaving in the winter (they are a tourist attraction)'

zoos feed them and heat their surroundings'

Stork migration resembles that of cancer cells: reproducible and

responding to external perturbation'
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Extracellular stress like low oxygen tension in the primary tumor
is associated with metastasis in soft tissue sarcoma, cervical carcino-

ma, and carcinoma of the head and neck (2,3). Low glucose concen-

tration, high lactate concentration and low extracellular pH may in-
duce metastasis bymechanisms similar to hypoxia (4).

Hypoxia lnduces Genes lnvolved
in the Metastatic Cascade

Multiple mechanisms are involved in hypoxia-induced metastasis

(4). Hypoxia induces genes involved in the metastatic cascade-like

matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs), which degrade the surrounding
stroma and decrease the secretion of its inhibitors (6,7). Urokinase
(u-PA) is another protease, a proteolytic endogenous activator of the

thrombolytic mediator plasminogen; its secretion is induced by hy-

poxia in cancer cells, resulting in increased invasiveness and tumor
progression.

Similarly, cell surface integrins and other adhesion molecules are

down-regulated by hypoxia, decreasing cell-to-cell adhesion (z).

The tumor environment is also more hydrated and therefore soft-
er and easier to invade than the normal organ. Hyaluronan, a high-
molecular-weight glycosaminoglycan of the extracellular matrix, hy-

drates the stroma, providing an environment that facilitates cell

movement, thereby participating in the process of cancer invasion

and metastasis (8). The stromal secretion of hyaluronan appears to be

a consequence of high lactate secretion by cancer cells.

Furthermore, as seen in previous chapters, tumor cells exposed to

hypoxia have been shown to up-regulate the expression of vascular

endothelial growth factor (VEGF), inducing neoangiogenesis, thus

stimulating tumor cell migration (9,ro).

Metastases Travel to HyPoxic Sites 73

Metastatic Dissemination ls Foreseeable

|ust as cell differentiation can indicate the origin of cancer, its meta-

static progression depends on the site of the primarytumor' Choroid-

al melanomas metastasize almost exclusively to the liver; squamous

cell carcinoma of the eyelid to the draining lymph nodes. Breast can-

cer travels to the axillary lymph nodes, the liver, the lungs, the brain,

but not the heart or the spleen.Adrenal gland metastases indicate pri-

mary lung cancer.

It is still unclear why particular cancers preferentially metastasize

to certain sites. The possibilities usually discussed involve differential

survival and proliferation at these sites or selective trapping with or

without preferential homing (rr).

Metastases Travel to Hypoxic Sites

Metastases carried by the blood can travel only to vascularized areas

and can only take hold if cancer cells have the adequate anchorage

mechanisms. But this is only one part of the picture' The most oxy-

genated sites, the ones with the highest vascularity, are not the ones

where metastases most often appear. Thus, metastases to the kidney,

spleen, heart, or muscle are rare. Metastases are more frequent in hy-

poxic areas such as the lymph nodes, the area of the brain at the junc-

tion of the white and gray matter, bone, and adrenal glands'

Throughout evolution, both prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells have

developed a variety of biochemical mechanisms to define the direc-

tion and proximity of extracellular stimuli. This process is essential

for the cell to reply properly to the environmental cues that deter-

mine cell migration, proliferation, and differentiation. chemotaxis is

the cellular response to chemical attractants that direct cell migra-

tion, a process that plays a central role in many physiological situa-

tions, such as host immune responses' angiogenesis, wound healing,

embryogenesis, and neuronal patterning among others (rz)' Cellular
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migration follows proteic gradients (chemotaxis). Just like bacteria,

human cells travel toward nutritional sources.

Numerous in vivo methodologies have documented the invasive

behavior of cancer cells through normal parenchyma. Cancer cell lo-

comotion has been assessed with a number of in vitro assays includ-

ing the Boyden chamber and other chemotaxis assays, colloidal gold

cell tracking, analysis of migration of tumor cells from spheroids,

confronting cultures of cancer cells with aggregates of non-neoplas-

tic tissue, time-lapse video microscopy, electron microscopic exam-

ination of the cytomorphologic correlates of cell motility, the radial

dish assay, and quantitative enzyme immunoassay of proteins asso-

ciated with invasion (e.g., laminin).
All these assays point out a simple fact: cancer cells move toward

food. Cytokines and growth factors such as epidermal growth factor
(EGF), basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF), platelet-derived growth

factor (PDGF), nerve growth factor (NGF), interleukin z (IL-z), trans-

forming growth factors alpha, and tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-

alpha) enhance tumor cell motility (r3, r4).

Polypeptides, such as growth factors and cytokines, are sent out
into the circulation by hypoxic tissues after anaerobic glycolysis,

which is partial combustion. The cancer cells move toward the fol-

lowing gradients of growth factors and cytokines. These growth fac-

tors are in reality polypeptides captured, metabolized, and digested

by the cells. It is exactly as if the cells move toward a nurture-rich en-

vironment.

Cardiac lnfarction:Confirmation of the Role
of Hypoxia in Cell Migration

Hypoxia is thought to provide physiological pressure in tumors se-

lecting for metastatic cell phenotypes (4).More likely, cell migration
is a simple consequence of hypoxia. Hypoxia decreases cell-to-cell at-

tachment, increases protease activity, and promotes cell migration

References

(7). In cases of angina pectoris or infarction there is a reduction in

o"yg"., suppty. Protease activity is increased' For example' in a mod-

el oi cardiac infarction, myocytes show an increase of MMP-I and

MMP-9 expression and a concomitant decrease of TIMP-I (rf )' Simi-

larly, urokinase activity is increased' There is concomitant release of

chemotactic cytokines and growth factors' Cardiac myocytes ex-

posed to anoxia-reoxygenation Senerate a chemotactic gradient for

poly*o.phonuclear neutrophil (PMN)' Supernatants obtained from

neonatal mouse hypoxic cardiac myocytes promote PMN migration

across mouse myocardial endothelial cell monolayers (16)'
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Carcinogens Target Cell Respiration

and lnduce GlYcolYsis
râ4&trTililq

Genetic instability has been impticated prominently in tumor

formation.The main evidence comes first from the discovery

of chromosomal aberrations and then from mutations of

oncogenes or tumor suppressor genes'Th.ese anomalies of the

gtenime are usuolly not a primary event bu.t secondary to stress

âf extraceltular origin such as hypoxia or physical constraints'

èorcinogens (eithàr virot, chemical, or physical) target cell

,irpirotio, and induce gtycotysis'Thus carcinogens mimic

hypoxia and induce mutations'

Éniùition of gtycotysis m arkedly decreoses carci nogenesis'

thus confirming the key role of cell respiration'

In cases of tuberculosis, it can be difficult to isolate the Koch bacillus'

Microscopic examination results of intubation liquid' or even of cul-

tures, catibe negative. But polymerase chain reaction (PCR) analysis

oi a biopsy ,p".i-"., of the suspect zone will always find traces of the

Koch bacillus. This is not the case for cancer'

Such a molecular signature for carcinogens does not exist in can-

cer. Smoking is responsible for most cases of lung cancer' But a pre-

cise analysiJ of the lung cancer genome does not reveal a constant

u.ro-uly, a precise signature' ln 7oo/o of lung carcinomas' there is a
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mutation of the p53 gene of the"ras" oncogene. Disturbances of the

tumoral genome (deletions, mutations, and overexpression) are con-

stant but not reproducible.
In experimental carcinogenesis, toxicologists identify two succes-

sive stages. The first is tumoral initiation, the second is promotion. An
initial toxic substance,DMBA for example,is injected into the animal;

in the following weeks, tumoral promotion is made possible by daily
administration of TPA. When used alone, in the dosages already men-

tioned, neither DMBA nor TPA is a carcinogen.

This multistage model of carcinogenesis indicates that the first
step in this process - the initiation stage - is irreversible. Mutations in
the cell's genome are widely perceived to explain this irreversibility.

The second step in carcinogenesis - the promotion stage - appears

to involve the clonal expansion of an initiated stem cell, which, be-

cause it is unable to terminally differentiate, accumulates as a focus of
nonterminally differentiated cells. Examples of such foci might be pa-

pillomas of the skin, enzyme-altered foci of the liver, polyps of the co-

lon, and nodules of the breast. Obviously, this process must require

stimulation of cell division (i.e., it must be mitogenic), at least with
respect to the initiated cell. As demonstrated in experimental ani-

mals, this stage is potentially interruptible and reversible.

Are Mutations the Cause or the Consequence
of Carcinogenesis?

The multihit process of carcinogenesis is thought to involve a small

number of aberrant genetic events culminating in malignant trans-
formation (r, z). This theory predicts a few DNA lesions as explana-

tions ofcarcinogenesis (r, z).

The discovery and subsequent improvement of PCR techniques

haVe resulted in rapid and relatively easy analysis of the tumoral cell

genome. Over the pasl 25 years, cancer researchers have enumerated

a bewildering affay of molecular alterations (most of them muta-

Mutation as a Response to Extracellular Stress 79

tions) associated with cellular malignancy (3). cancer cells harbor as

many as one hundred thousand mutations, a much Sreater number

than that predicted by the cellular theory of cancer'

These mutations are not specific to cancer and often occur in ordi-

nary aging.The organs affected are not those that most commonly

become cancerous.

For example, a plasmid with no particular function (lac Z) is in-

serted in a line of transgenic mice, with no mutations being foreseen'

Analysis of this plasmid shows the rate and nature of mutations. The

,p".irn* of spontaneous point mutations is determined in the brain'

h^eart, liver, ,pl".tt, and small intestine in young and old mice (+)'

while the small intestine has the highest sPontaneous mutation rate

of all tissues tested, tumors in this tissue occur at very low frequen-

cies. As some authors have stated, "Other factors than somatic muta-

tion rate alone play a role in determining susceptibility of an organ to

tumor formation' (4).

Are these mutations the cause of cancer or the consequence of ex-

tracellular events?

Mutation as a Response to Extracellular Stress

our cells,like bacteria, have to adapt to the biochemical and physical

changes of a stressful and hostile environment. There is ample evi-

dence that mutation is a means of adapting to these perturbations'

In bacteria, starving conditions, changes in pH, or changes in

oxygen content induce mutagenesis (1, 6)' Similarly, change in oxy-

genloncentrations is mutagenic in the worm Caenorhabditis elegans

(t).
similarly, in mammalian cells, nongenotoxic stress, such as heat or

serum starvation, acidosis or hypoxia, can induce a mutator pheno-

type with persistent pronounced genetic instability' Exposures to

acidic and hypoxic environments have been shown to produce a wide

range ofcytogenetic changes. These changes include: (a) increases in
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mutation frequencies; (b) deficits in DNA repair; (c) DNA over-repli-
cation and gene amplification; (d) induction of chromosomal fragile
sites,triggering genomic rearrangements; and (e) changes in gene ex-

pression (8, g). Mutations in the tumor suppressor gene p53 may play

an important role in regulating the adaptive response of tumor cells

to hypoxia or acidosis by enhancing their survival (ro, rr).
Similarly, mechanical stress is mutagenic. Chronic mechanical ir-

ritations induce mutations. Male rats were fed uracil, a component of
RNA. This diet is responsible for multiple lithiasis of the urinary
tract. As a consequence of the irritation of the urinary lract, the rats

first developed papillomatosis and eventually bladder cancer. Com-
pared with untreated animals, treated rats had a three- to fivefold in-
crease in mutations in the bladder (rz).

Heat Shock Proteins and Mutations

The heat shock response is a primitive and well-conserved cellular
defense mechanism (r3). One of the strongest and most noticeable re-

sponses of bacteria to a range of stress conditions, such as high tem-
perature, low pH, osmolarity, substrate limitation, is the dramatic in-
duction of a large number of general stress proteins (r4, r5). These

heat shock proteins (Hsp) play a crucial role in governing proper pro-
tein assembly, folding, and transport. They have a dual role in stress

response and signal transduction. The synthesis of these stress-in-

duced proteins promotes the survival of bacteria and their resistance

to the action of humoral and cell-mediated protective factors of the

host.
In mammals, Hsp are induced by stresses as diverse as heat, starva-

tion, or injury (16). Stress, whatever its cause, appears to induce the

synthesis of Hsp. Hypoxia also induces Hsp (rz), as does mechanical

stress. In isolated, erythrocyte-perfused rabbit heart there are in-
creâsed levels of Hsp after a mild mechanical stress (r8-zo). Similar-

Heat Shock Proteins and Mutations

ly, acute elevation in blood pressure results in Hsp expression in rat

aortas.

As in invertebrates, Hsp protect the cells of mammals that are ex-

posed to numerous types of injuries including heat, oxidative stress,

or treatments with anticancerous and apoptosis-inducing agents (zr,

zz).In the cardiovascular system, this enhanced Hsp synthesis leads

to a transient but powerful increase in tolerance to such endangering

situations as ischemia, hypoxia, oxidative injury, and endotoxemia or

simple exercise (23).

One potential mechanism involves the ability of the heat shock re-

sponse to inhibit inflammatory responses, which as we saw in the pre-

vious chapter result from hypoxia. The heat shock response inhibits
the expression of proinflammatory cytokines such as tumor necrosis

factor and IL-r beta (24).

In Drosophila, when the function of Hsp is impaired, there is an in-
creased rate of mutations and multiple abnormal flies are created

(25). During stress, Hsp become diverted from their function in sig-

nal transduction, through their affinity for denatured proteins. The

heat shock protein Hspgo supports diverse but specific signal trans-

ducers and lies at the interface of several developmental pathways.

When DrosophilaHspgo is mutant or pharmacologically impaired, a

phenotypic variation affecting nearly any adult structure is pro-

duced, with specific variants depending on genetic background and

occurring both in laboratory strains and in wild populations. Multi-
ple, previously silent, genetic determinants produce these variants

and when enriched by selection they rapidly became independent of
the Hspgo mutation. When Hspgo buffering is compromised, for ex-

ample by temperature, mutants are expressed and selection can lead

to the continued expression of these traits, even when Hspgo func-

tion is restored (zs).
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Carcinogens Mimic Extracel lular Stress
and Induce Hsp

Modification of DNA by carcinogens has long been recognized as an

early event in carcinogenesis and many DNA adducts have been char-

acterized. Disturbances of the tumoral genome (deletions, mutations,

overexpression) are constant but not reproducible. However, most

carcinogens do not react with DNA directly (26).

Therefore, it seems that the action of carcinogens on DNA is not

directly responsible for the mutations often described in cancer. It is
more likely that we are seeing the consequence of nonselective stress.

These genetic disturbances are either the result of direct extracellular

stresses or the result or their analogs: carcinogens (26).

Exposure of cells to carcinogens, directly mutagenic or not, most

frequently leads to increased expression of Hsp. Hsp are induced by

exposure to a carcinogen such as dimethylbenz[a]anthracene (27),

bromobenzene, cadmium, cyclophosphamide(28), diethyl-nitrosa-
mine (29), z-acetylaminofluorene (3o), or alcohol (:r).

Carcinogens Target Cellular Respiration

In 1955, Warburg (32) stated: "Carcinogenesis starts with the irrever-

sible injuring ofrespiration. The irreversible injuring ofrespiration is

followed, as the second phase of cancer formation, by a long struggle

by the injured cells to maintain their structure, in which a part of the

cells perish from lack of energy, while another part succeed in replac-

ing the irretrievably lost respiration energy by fermentation energy.

Because of the morphological inferiority of fermentation energy,

highly differentiated body cells are transformed into undifferentiated
cells that grow wildly - cancer cells.

I may mention a few respiratory poisons. A strong, specific respir-

atôry poison is arsenious acid which, as every clinician knows, may

Carcinogens Target Cellular Respiration

produce cancer. Hydrogen sulfide and many of its derivatives are also

strong, specific respiratory poisons. We know today that certain hy-

drogensulfide derivatives, thiourea and thioacetamide, with which
citrus fruit juices have been preserved in recent times, induce cancer

of the liver and gall bladder in rats.

Urethane is a nonspecific respiratorypoison. It inhibits respiration
like a chemically indifferent narcotic, since it displaces metabolites

from cell structures. In recent years it has been recognized that a sub-

narcotic dose of urethane causes lung cancer in mice in roo percent of
treatments. Urethane is particularly effective as a carcinogen,because
in contrast to alcohol, it is not itselfburned up on the respiring sur-

faces and, unlike ether or chloroform, it does not cytolize the cells.

Any narcotic that has these properties may cause cancer upon chron-

ic administration in small doses."

If the Rous virus (which expresses the src oncogene) is inoculated
into the chorion of chick embryos, tumors originate in the course of
a few days - as rapidly as the transplantation of cancer cells. Infection
by this oncogenic virus results in rapidly increased glycolytic activity

bz,zù.
Similarly, carcinogens inhibit mitochondrial respiration. For ex-

ample, carcinogenic urethane, dimethylnitrosamine, 3-methylcholan-
threne, benzo [a]pyrene, Zrz-dimethylbenz[a] anthracene, and afla-

toxin Br enhance glycolysis. Noncarcinogenic phenylurethane, ethyl-

formate, chrysene, perylene, and pyrene have no effect (:S). Similarly,

other known carcinogens such as radiation, hormones, cytotoxic
chemotherapy, or asbestos alter mitochondrial respiration and in-
duce glycolysis (gf-f8).

Modern molecular biology confirms, albeit in different terms, the

importance of fermentation during carcinogenesis. The aryl hydro-
carbon (Ah) has occupied the attention of toxicologists for close to

three decades. The carcinogenicity of well-known molecules like
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons or halogenated dioxins appears to

be mediated by the binding to this nuclear receptor (:s).In the pres-
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ence of a carcinogen, this receptor cannot bind to the aryl hydrocar-
bon nuclear transporter (ARNT). ARNT is released and in turn acti-
vates HIF, inducing glycolytic enzymes (39).
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Epidemiology: Jl tl
Aging as the Main Cause : t I
of Cancer L hË & î' i *,, I t

With the notable exception of mortality among children and
young adults the overall cancer death rate has been almost
constant in the past 30years,both in Europe and in the United
States.ln the meantime there has been o marked chonge in the
site of primary cancer (increase in lung concer, brain tumor, and
melanoma),while there has been an unexplained deuease in
cancer of the stomach, head and neck, and esophogus.
The aim of this chapter is to reinforce what has been known for
years, namely,that the primary riskfactor for cancer is oging
and thatthere are complexinteractions ond competition
between different di sea ses.

The aged organism is"a system near critical state:As the whole
body ages, most carcinogens may simply have an incremental
effect.Targeting of different organs causes a shift of primary
cancer sites,

Modern epidemiology has made possible the identification of multi-
ple risk or preventive factors for cancer. But,with the notable excep-

tion of stopping smoking, most interventions have failed to curb

overall cancer mortality. There are two main reasons. First, most clin-
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ical trials have focused on a specific tumor type and may lack the

ability to show a decrease in overall mortality. Second, and perhaps

more important,large studies have shown a decrease in some types of
primary cancer and, to the surprise of their authors, an increase in
other tumor subtypes (r, z).

Aging as the Main Reason for Cancer

The purpose of this chapter is to reinforce what has been known for
years, namely that the primary risk factor for cancer is aging and that

there are complex interactions and competition between different

diseases. Epidemiology deals mostly with age-standardized mortality
rates, thereby somehow taking into account aging but also blurring
its impact. A striking link exists between advanced age and increased

incidence of cancer (3,4). The clinical incidence of different cancers

is spread through the human life span, but cancer is nevertheless

mostly a disease of the elderly; two thirds of all carcinomas are diag-

nosed after the age ofTo years.

It appears that the overall cancer death rate has been almost con-

stant in the past 30 years, both in Europe and in the United States,

with the notable exception of mortality among children and young

adults (s). In the meantime, there has been a marked shift in the dis-

tribution of tumor sites with an obvious rise in mortalitybylung can-

cer, a less striking rise of melanoma or brain tumor, and a concomi-

tant decrease in stomach, esophageal, and head and neck carcinoma.

Smoking explains the increased lung cancer death rate, but the rea-

sons for the other variations remain largely unknown. Furthermore,

it appears that the overall cancer mortality rate varies by less than

zoo/o in most developed countries (Table ro.r).
The fact that cancer incidence at specific sites is linked to nutrition

is well known (6). Some cancer sites are associated with overnutri-

tion'(e.g., those of the colon, breast, and prostate) (6). The question

still unanswered is whether an optimal lifestyle would increase life
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Table ro.r. Overall cancer mortality in different developed countries for men and

women (data from http://www-depdb.iarc.frlwho/menu.htm)

" An age-stand ardizedrate (ASR) is a summary measure of a rate that a popula-

tion would have if it had a standard age structule. Standardization is necessary

when comparing several populations that differ with respect to age, because age

has such a powerful influence on the risk of cancer.

expectancy and decrease the overall cancer death rate. The answer is

not straightforward, in particular at the most advanced age'

Studying the migration of populations suggests that change of diet

decreases the incidence of some tumors but increases others' An ex-

ample is the study of migrants from the former Soviet Union who ar-

rived in Israel (7). For cancers of the digestive system, there is evi-

dence of a marked reduction in the risk of stomach cancer, but in the

same time period there is an increase in colon cancer. European im-

migrants to Sao Paulo were compared with those in the Brazil-born

population and with those in their countries of origin. They had in-

creased rates of oropharyngeal, esophageal, cervical, and breast can-

cer and decreased rates of lung cancer (a). Similarly, |apanese men in

Hawaii show a decrease in stomach cancer rates but an increase in co-

Ion cancer rates (9).
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In fact, diet and lifestyle are likely to have a definite but limited ef-

fect on overall cancer mortality. One example is that of Seventh-Day

Adventists in California (ro). By religious belief, Adventists do not
smoke and do not consume alcohol or pork, with approximately one-

half adhering to a lactovegetarian lifestyle. Standardized morbidity
ratios (SMRs) for all cancer sites were calculated and cancer inci-
dence rates in this population were compared with an external refer-

ence population. For all cancer sites combined in men, the SMR was

lower in the Adventists (SMR=o.73). The SMR was also lower in men

for most individual cancer sites. However, the prostate cancer risk
was higher. Similar data were obtained by studying Norwegian Sev-

enth-DayAdventists (n). The SMR in this group was 78.
This dependence of carcinogenesis on age is not limited to hu-

mans. One of the most constant pathological observations in senes-

cent animals of all species is an increase in tumor frequency (rz). In
experiments with various carcinogenic agents (chemical, radiation,
hormonal), it has been established that the sensitivity of different tis-
sues to carcinogens changes with aging (r3). Low doses of N-methyl-
Mnitrosourea induce pancreatic carcinoma in aged mice but not in
younger animals (r+). Similarly, a low dose of DMBA is carcinogenic

only in older rats (rf). The predominant hypothesis is that old cells

are more vulnerable to pathology and disease than young cells. But

this may not be the reason for increased incidence of cancer in the

elderly.

The Aged Organism as a System Near Critical State

Most mathematical models describing the evolution of mortality fig-
ures use the concept of death probability (16). When summarizing
death statistics through this unique parameter, one implicitly makes

the assumption that death events are independent from one individ-
ual to another. This hypothesis has profound consequences as it im-
plies a "Gaussian" behavior of fluctuations in death statistics, which

The Aged Organism as a System Near Critical State 9l

may not be correct. In order to verify the validity of this assumption,

Filoche (16) studied French cancer death statistics between 1978 and

1996. The fluctuations, for every agebracket, were computed and then

compared to the expected Gaussian fluctuations that should emerge

from a simple model of death probability. The fluctuations were in

close agreement with a Gaussian model up to age 35-40 yeats

(Fig. ro.r). After 40 years of age, the fluctuations are much greater and

cannot be explained by a model where every individual would have a

given "probability of death."

This unexpected result suggests that cancer death statistics have

the same mathematical signature as those of very different domains,

ts8û 1g*5 1gg0 rggs
Year

Fig. ro.r. Increased monthly fluctuation in mortality among older men. Monthly

deàth rate by cancer for men's deaths between tg78 and t995 for the age brackets

3o15 (green),6o-65 (btue),and 9o-95 yeats (red). There is a strong increase of
relative fluctuation with age, even though the monthly number of deaths increas-

es (see I16])
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such as seismology (distribution of earthquakes), fracture in materi-
al sciences, or "physics of the sand pile." The statistical fluctuations in
the study of physical systems near critical states are much greater and
more sensitive to external perturbations than in classical systems in
physics, which are at or near equilibrium. Cancer acts on an aged or-
ganism that can be considered as a "system near a critical state." Thus,
the global interaction between the disease and the organism can no
longer be summarized in a single scalar quantity like the death prob-
abilitS and the great fluctuations of death events observed in the sta-

tistics are a signature of this criticality.
This approach is confirmed by factorial analysis. This mathemati-

cal approach has been developed mostly for the field of finance and
more recently for the medical field (r7 rS).It compares the changes of
incidence during a period of time and the evolution of one disease

compared to another. A factorial analysis of cancer death and site-
specific cancer death betweenrgTo and 1995 was performed. It shows

little change in overall cancer mortality, with much greater differenc-
es in evolution of site-specific mortality (rA).

The obvious question is why this dramatic contrast between stable

overall cancer mortality and the great changes in the site-specific
mortality. It is possible that as the whole body ages, most carcinogens
simply have an incremental effect. In fact, carcinogens have, at the tis-
sue and the cellular level, effects similar to those of normal aging.
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Aging Causes lnflammation 4 u
and Fibrosis Mimicking I t
thelmpactofGarcinogens ,,*, I t

From the early 1900s until the mid 1960s, it was believed
thot aging had little to do with introcellular events and research

on aging focused on extracellular phenomena.lt was believed
that normol cells given optimum environmental conditions
had an unlimited capacity to replicate and function. Progress

in the area of cell culture called into question,for a while,
the essential role of these extracellular alterations.
ln fact,aging is directly responsible for inflammation
and changes in tissue architecture mimicking the impact
of carcinogens.

The Koch bacillus is responsible for tuberculosis. There is no tuber-
culosis without it. When we eliminate the Koch bacillus, tuberculosis

disappears. The same logic does not apply to cancer. Carcinogens are

not the sole origin of cancer; they only seem responsible for its pre-

mature appearance. A few rare lung cancer patients have never

smoked; some patients suffering from mesothelioma have not been

exposed to any detectable concentration of asbestos.

Asbestos seems to be responsible for 8oo/o of cases of mesothelio-
ma. The other zoo/o of cases are older patients for whom not even the
most rigorous questioning (we call it "police interrogation" in our jar-
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gon) finds the least exposure to asbestos (r, z). Once inhaled, asbestos

fibers cause pleural plaques. This is in fact fibrosis localized in the
pleura, secondary to chronic inflammation produced by these sharp

fibers. Pleural plaques remain asymptomatic for a long time. Some-

times, however, they become cancerous and squeeze the lungs to the
point of suffocating the patient. Pleural plaques are rare in young
people; when they exist, questioning reveals exposure to asbestos. In
aged patients on the other hand, pleural plaques are frequent and

deaths from other causes prevent them from developing into aggres-

sive cancers. Meticulous autopsy reveals such plaques in almost 5o7o

of elderly patients who have not been exposed to asbestos (3).

|ust as asbestos is responsible for most mesotheliomas, smoking
causes lung cancer. The great majority of young patients with lung
cancer are either smokers or ex-smokers. This link is more tenuous in
the aged (+).

Aging Causes lnflammation

Aging is associated with increased levels of chronic inflammation
and with increased inflammatory activity reflected by increased cir-
culating levels of TNF-alpha, IL-6, cytokine antagonists, and acute

phase proteins in vivo (5). These changes in the extracellular matrix
disturb intercellular communication.

|ust as in inflammation, the most profound losses in aging are

those that involve coordination between cells. Muscle strength de-

creases by z5o/o between the age of 3o and 8o years, while the coordi-
nation between nerve and muscle decreases by 5oo/o (6).

Epidemiologic studies suggest that chronic low-grade inflamma-
tion in aging promotes atherosclerosis and causes age-associated dis-

orders such as Alzheimer's disease, macular degeneration, and type z

diabetes leading to an increased mortality risk. This inflammation
caused by aging plays a major role in the decline in immune function
and lean body mass (5,7).

Aging: Changes in Tissue Architecture - the Example of the Skin

Aging: Changes in Tissue Architecture -
the Example of the Skin

Architectural changes caused by aging can be seen every morning

when looking in the mirror. Who has not noticed the difference

between the soft skin of a child and the much rougher skin of the eld-

erly? Atrophy, wrinkling, sagging, and laxity are the most obvious

sign of old skin (S). A good doctor can estimate a patient's age within
1 or 2 years simply by looking at the person' This estimate does not in-
volve sophisticated biological tests but is based simply on noticing

the extent of the wrinkles.
These architectural changes are caused by the alteration of the

connective tissue underlying the epithelium, leading to folds and

wrinkles (8). Wrinkles are the sum of age-related changes occurring

in the mesenchymal cells and the supporting macromolecular struc-

tures. Aging changes the architecture of the fibroblast and the sur-

rounding stroma. The nucleus increases in size and becomes rounder

with age (g); there is a change in the organization of the cytoplasmic

filaments and of the extracellular matrix (ro). The fibroblasts extract-

ed from older volunteers show a disordered actin cytoskeleton, a re-

duced ability to contract collagen gels, and limited ability to migrate

(9). In vitro and in vivo experiments show that cellular and extracel-

lular aging is part of the same process (8).

There are many changes that do not compromise health. No one

has ever died of wrinkled skin or gray hair. But the same changes oc-

cur in every organ, resulting in multiple architectural changes (rr).

Gastronomy provides a clear example of change in the extracellular

matrix. The flesh of a young animal is more tender than that of an old

animal, no matter what the cut of meat.

An aging liver presents architectural anomalies, with reduced si-

nusoidal fenestration, collagen deposition, and neoangiogenesis (rz)'

Arteries also become more rigid with age. When the pulse is taken,

the cardiac ejection time shock wave is more intense. The reason for

this is, once again, extracellular (r3' r4).
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Microgravity: A Model of Aging

Mechanical forces play an important role in the architectural deteri-
oration of the dermis (8, g). The question is whether these physical
changes are sufficient to explain aging.

One example comes to us from the sky.We have all seen pictures of
young cosmonauts back on earth, sitting in their chairs, unable to
stand up. Weightlessness (microgravity, as astronauts call it) has

brought about a disease of old age: incapacitating osteoporosis with
muscular atrophy and bone loss (r5).

Studies from the Skylab missions have demonstrated that during
pace flight animal and human cells appear to undergo changes similar
to aging. Basic cellular functions such as electrolyte concentration, cell
growth rate, glucose utilization, bone formation, response to growth
stimulation, and exocytosis are modified in microgravity. Many of the

physiological changes seen in humans in spaceflight may originate
from dysfunction of basic biological mechanisms caused by micro-
gravity.Aging humans share many of the symptoms seen in astronauts

during spaceflight. These include reduced cardiac function, loss of
bone, reduced immune response, and orthostatic hypotension (r5).

Aging and Carcinogenesis

The leathery skin of a sailor ages faster than the soft face of an urban
secretary. It is on the sailor's skin, not on that of the secretary, that
basocellular and spinocellular carcinomas caused by the sun appear

early in life. Carcinogens, in this case ultraviolet rays, are responsible
for both early aging of the skin and the appearance of skin cancers.

The secretary is not exempt from the possibility of skin cancer but, in
general, it will appear later.

Ultraviolet irradiation speeds up skin aging and induces skin car-
cinogenesis. Photoaged skin is charactefizedby early wrinkles as well
as loss of skin tone and resilience (t6). Like skin that has aged prema-
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lnhibition of Metabolism { t}
Slows Aging and Decreases F * d ,E & ,, -. s ) I
Cancer lncidence ) h

ln organisms ranging from yeast to mice, mutations
in glucose tronsport pathways decrease the glucose uptake

and extend life span.Similarly,restriction of the number
of calories extends longevity.ln rodents and primates,

caloric restriction decreases the levels of plasmo glucose,

attenuates inflammation, and postpones both senescence

and cancer without irreversible side effects.

The most striking difference in cancer incidence is between sexes and

social classes. Cancer incidence is higher among manual workers

than upper middle class intellectuals. This difference cannot simply

be explained by environmental factors like smoking or excessive

drinking. Manual workers experience more rapid aging and a con-

comitant increased incidence of cardiovascular or neurodegenerative

diseases. Working hard means having a higher metabolism. This in-
creased oxygen consumption may explain both aging and increased

cancer incidence.
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Lower Metabolism May Explain Slower Aging
and Decreased Cancer lncidence in Women

In all developed countries, life expectancy at birth is higher for wom-
en than for men (r). In Sweden, the country which first implemented
reliable statistics, female life expectancy has exceeded that of men
since r75r (r, z). Average female life expectancy now exceeds 8o years
in most developed countries fu).Women outlive men by5-9 years (:).
The principal reason for this widening gap has been the reduction in
mortality of women at higher ages (Fig. rz.r). This difference is not
limited to cancer but appears valid for most causes of death. The gen-
der difference is constant in cardiovascular disease, cancer, and de-
mentia. Although there are exceptions to the rule, the difference in
mortality between men and women (gender gap) is a general phe-
nomenon observed in the animal kingdom (2,4).

GENDER GAPIN CANCER MORTALITY

Lower Metabolism May Explain Slower Aging

Every yeaç in every country, and for every tumor site (for those or-
gans present in both sexes), the age-adjusted cancer incidence and

death rate are lower for women, with the exception of thyroid cancer.

Although several hypotheses have been formulated, there is still no

clear answer to the gender gap. Biological, behavioral; and environ-
mental factors are suggested as major contributors to the difference

in cancer incidence between men and women (r,2,5). For example, to

date, women have smoked less and drunk less alcohol than men.

However, this gender gap is found in tumors caused by the environ-
ment, such as lung cancer, but also for tumors whose risk factors are

not as well known (colon cancer) or even unknown (brain tumors)
(Fig. rz.r).

The difference in incidence and mortalitybetween men and wom-
en may simply reflect a difference in inbred metabolism. It is striking
that this difference is not limited to cancer or even to adulthood. Dur-
ing the first year of human life, when behavior presumably does not
obviously differ according to sex, there is a higher fetal mortality rate

in baby boys, making an environmental explanation unlikely. In fact,

the explanation for the gender difference is more likely to be de-

creased metabolism and therefore slower aging and lesser tissue

damage for women than for men. It has been long known that new-

born males are heavier than females. This differential of growth is

established at a very early stage prior to the production of fetal hor-
mone (6, 7). A study by Fog Petersen (6, 7) measuring fetal crown-
rump lengths and biparietal diameter showed that female fetuses at

8-rz menstrual weeks were 1 day behind male fetuses and the differ-
ence rose To 6-7 days at term. There is increasing evidence that the

differential growth starts within days after fecundation (8), probably
because paternal Y chromosomal genes may be responsible for early

cleavage divisions of the male embryo (g) and the resulting quicker
growth rate. Even within the same sex, male or female, early growth
rate has been suggested to be important for future cancer risk (ro, u).
Increased cancer incidence among the young is associated with high-
er birth weights (rr). Similarly, an increased risk of later renal cell
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cancer was observed among men with a birth weight of 3,5oo g or
more compared with men with a lower birth weight. There is an in-
creased risk of ovarian cancer in girls exhibiting a tall stature in ear-

ly childhood and high birth weight (rz). Testicular cancer incidence

peaks during early adulthood. Few risk factors have been established

for testicular cancer, but evidence suggests that causal factors oPerate

early in life, perhaps even in utero (r3). There is an increased risk of
testicular cancer among high (>4,ooo g) birth weight babies. Birth
weight is also significantly associated with breast cancer risk (r4).

Caloric Restriction Reduces and Delays Aging
and Consequent Carcinogenesis

It has been known for 6o years that dietary caloric restriction, a 3o7o

reduced diet for most animal life, is the only intervention conclusive-

ly and reproducibly shown to slow aging and maintain health and vi-
tality in rodents or primates.

A caloric restriction diet (CR) Iowers the metabolism. Height,

weight, and body temperature are lowered, plasma insulin levels are

reduced, and cholesterol and triglycerides are decreased. Blood pres-

sure is below normal.
The inflammatory response of dieting animals is reduced (tS). The

proinflammatory cytokines NF-kappa B, IL-r beta, IL-6, TNF-alpha,

cycloorygenase-2, and inducible NO synthase are attenuated by CR

(16). In dieting animals, decreased collagen production and fewer ar-

chitectural changes are observed (r7). These animals age more slowly

than their fully fed counterpart (r8). Accordingly, there is a marked

decrease in the incidence of a wide range of age-related diseases such

as diabetes, cardiovascular problems, and spontaneous cancer.

Caloric restriction in rodents or primates also results in the reduc-

tion of chemically induced neoplasms (r8).

Siinilar data are obtained when studying patients with anorexia

nervosa (r9). The overall cancer incidence among women with ano-

References

rexia nervosa was reduced by zoo/o below that of the general popula-

tion. The finding of this reduction in cancer risk among women with
anorexia nervosa supports the theory that a low-energy diet may de-

crease carcinogenesis in humans (r9).

Conclusion

Our hypothesis is that carcinogens induce glycolysis and thus carcin-

ogenesis. If this were correct, mutations would not be the cause but
the consequence of carcinogenesis. The limited data in the literature
suggest this may be the case. Glucose depletion, as in caloric restric-
tion, delays carcinogenesis (zo).

Deficiency in the HIF gene results in decreased uptake of glucose.

The subcutaneous injection of tumor cells deficient in HIF is then

less likely to form tumor (zr).
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A Complication of Hypoxia:
The Loss of Cell Polarity
Explains Cancer
Cell Proliferation

r?.J

One of the hollmarks of cancer is its unrestrained growth.
The multiplication of cancer cells is dependent on physicol
forces.Cancer invades preferentially soft tissues like glands
or muscle rather than fascia or bone.

Cancer ond normal cells may not react differently to mechonical
forces, but as concer cells can divide on a different plane, they
are not exposed to the same physical constraints.lt is likely that
new physical constraints due to tissue disruption coupled with a
loss of intercellular junctions (a consequence of anaerobic
glycolysis) are enough to exploin loss of contact inhibition and
u n restrai ned cel I proliferation.

Normal epithelial cells are organizedalong a structural axis (r) which
allows cell adhesion to the mesenchyme on one side and epithelium
function on the lumen side. This functional polarity is maintained by
the cytoskeleton, by vesicular trafficking that proceeds along the mi-
crotubules (z), by organelles such as the centrosomes and, in general,

by the interpretation of cues coming from the surrounding tissue.

One side of the epithelial cell lies on the basement membrane, one

side faces the lumen, and there are cells on the other surrounding
sides. This normal epithelial cell can only divide on one plane. The
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cell cannot jump toward the lumen and create a new cell layer. Cell

multiplication will be responsible for the epithelial elongation of its
tesselation. The uniaxial stress generated by cell division may only
fold or elongate the tissue.

This is confirmed in vitro. Normal cells in a Petri dish multiply un-
til they come into contact with the edges of the dish. Upon contact,
growth stops: therefore, there is only one layer of cells.

Loss of Cell Polarity: A Consequence of Hypoxia

This functional cell polarity is maintained both by gup junctions and

by the microtubules that originate in the centrosome and play a key

role in the architecture of the epithelium (3). Gap junctions, the cyto-
skeleton, and the intercellular junctions are necessary for mechanot-

ransduction across the cell surface and at multiple locations inside

the cell (:, +).
Hypoxia causes tissue disorganization and decreased cell-to-cell

attachment. Hypoxia inhibits the gap junction and decreases cell-to-
cell interaction (r-8). This facilitates blood cells reaching the infec-

tion site. By-products of anaerobic glycolysis such as proinflammato-
ry cytokines TNF-alpha or IL-r inhibit gap junctions (9).

Inhibition of gap junction intercellular communication occurs

both in inflammation and during carcinogenesis (ro). Experimental

data correlate the loss of gap junction and malignant progression
(ro-rz). Nongenotoxic carcinogens frequently inhibit gap junction
intercellullar communication or tubulin polymerization resulting in
the loss of cell polarity (rf).

Because of loss of polarity, tumor cells have lost this contact inhi-
bition. They can jump and create a new cell layer. They can multiply
on another plane and spread over several layers. Anatomopathologic
examinations reveal the loss of cell polarity in cancers. An epithelial
cell'faces a certain direction. For instance, in bronchial epithelial
cells, the ciliary zone faces the bronchial light. Like an escalator, this
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zone allows sputum, as well as bacteria, to come up from the alveoli
and be expelled. When cancer is present, the cell no longer has this
privileged orientation, mucus vacuoles are no longer anchored to the
basal membrane but are scattered everywhere, and the cilia have dis-
appeared. The mitoses no longer have a preferred axis.

Galen's Crab Yesterday, Fractal Growth Today

At the macroscopic level, cancer is always characterized by specific
growth patterns such as expansive (cauliflower-like), infiltrative, or
radiating patterns (r+). It is the irregular dendritic-like pattern ofthe
melanoma that the dermatologist looks for. In gynecology, the fuactal
deposits of calcium on mammographs are the sign of early breast
cancer (r4-r8) (Fig. r3.r). Since the infiltrative-radiating pattern oc-
curs in every malignant subtype, studies were essentially motivated
by the design of new diagnostic tools (especially image analysis) (r9).

Carcinomas arise in the epithelium lining the lumen of organs.
Cancer is often preceded by a continuous sequence of events over
time, which modifies the architecture of the epithelium. The evolu-
tion starts with metaplasia and progresses through dysplasia up to in
situ carcinoma and then invasive carcinoma.

The normal epithelium is well ordered, with a single row of cells in
perfect alignment. During carcinogenesis, there is progressive thick-
ening of the tissue, accompanied by progressive disorder inside the
increased number of cellular layers (metaplasia and dysplasia). The
layers close to the mesenchyme still show a correlation between
neighboring cells, while the top layers show no apparent order. The
tendency for cells to be aligned with their neighbors decreases in the
top layers.

In carcinoma in situ, the number of cell layers is further increased.
Individual cells have lost their polarity. The cell division of cancerous
cells is random. There is still no effraction of the basement mem-
brane and invasion of the underlying mesenchyme.
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Fig, r3.ra-c. These images are similar to the dendritic growth of cancer, but they
corrêspond to the fractal deposits of copper on glass. The same equation can be
used for modelized cancer growth and fractal deposits of electrolytes
(Courtesy Vincent Fleury: PMC. Ecole Polytechnique Palaiseau)
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In invasive carcinoma, disordered tissue grows toward the mesen-

chyme. In this invasive system, the shape of the cancer may be any-

thing from a few buds or fingers (as physicists would probably call

them) to a very complex branching structure, which is impossible to

separate from normal tissue.

Galen's Crab ls a Simple Consequence of the Loss
of Cell Polarity

These perceived links between loss of cellular polarity and architec-

tural anomalies can be demonstrated by using the theoretical tools

perfected by mathematicians and physicists.

While it has long been difficult to even describe cancer morpholo-

gies, there are now new concepts, such as fractal geometry (zo), which

can be used to describe the irregular structures of invasive tumors.

Computer modelization of fractal growth has made it possible to

study rough or irregular shapes (zr,zz).The models seem very attrac-

tive in that they are easily able to generate very complex, rough, or in-

vasive patterns, whose shapes have "universal" features'

The simplest model of growth was proposed 40 years ago by Eden

(23). More recently, two important families of models have been in-
troduced: first, the invasion percolation (IP) (z+), and second, the dif-
fusion limited aggregation (DLA) model (zS). These three families of
models (Eden, IR DLA) and many related ones have generated an

enormous body of work by physicists, but their very existence has

been largely unknown to most biologists and cancer researchers (r9).

Nevertheless, these models have been used in such fields as vascu-

logenesis (26-z8), bacterial colony growth (29), coral growth (3o),

plant growth (3r), tumor growth (r9,32), among others. In search of a

correlation between shape and pathology, some studies have applied

fuactal analysis to the study of specific tumor shapes, but very few

have tried to understand the tumor growth pattern itself in the con-

text of fractal or irregular growth(r4-r9).
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What these mathematical models tell us is that all we need to get
such a complex fractal shape is cellular division in another plane. The
cancer cell must escape physical constraint and be able to jump to-
ward the lumen. This ability to'Jump" is called loss of cell polarity.
With this sole hypothesis, these mathematical models of fractal
growth are able to reproduce qualitatively the sequence of observed
abnormalities of metaplasia, dysplasia, and carcinoma in situ and in-
vasive carcinoma. The models are based on loss of cell polarity only,
in cancerous cells, coupled with otherwise normal growth rate and
epithelial behavior. These models show that, as the probability of a
wrong plane of cell division is increased, a transition from a normal,
well-stratified epithelium to an invasive, fractal, dendritic pattern is
observed. This transition shows a sequence of morphologies in the
following order as a function of loss of polarity: first, apparently nor-
mal but already diseased tissue, then metaplastic tissue followed by
dysplastic tissue, and eventually carcinoma, first in situ then invasive.

Therefore, one is led to argue that isolated precancerous or cancer-
ous cells exhibit a loss of polarity, while the invasive cancer as a whole
exhibits an irregular or star-shaped structure in which the normal
morphology of the organ is destroyed or lost. This heuristic reason-
ing identifies on the one hand disturbance of a local rule, and on the
other hand, disturbance in macroscopic shape. It is typical in physics
that a change in local rules between neighbors will induce a morphol-
ogy transition acting on the whole and on long-range correlations. In
this case, the transition seems to stem from a loss of short-range in-
struction about the direction of mitosis, which induces global misbe-
havior when these mitoses add up. It is reminiscent of a roughening
transition, as known in physics (ll), in that the surface either has
long-range correlation (perfect alignment of entities: the atoms for a
crystal, the cells for an epithelium) in one state or a disordered bulk
and surface in the other state.

This computer simulation supports the idea that loss of cell pola-
rity. (an individual property of cells) can explain the transition
between well-organized tissue and invasive cancer. This simulation,
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Table r3.r. Consequence of loss of cell polarity

whose basic ingredients correspond to known cellular behaviors,

points, at least on a qualitative level, to the existence of a link between

these well-known clinical features (Table rl.r).
r. Both metaplasia and dysplasia are premalignant changes.

z. The rate of spontaneous regression is lower for dysplasia than for

metaplasia.

3. High-grade dysplasias (i.e., with the most severe loss of cellular

polarity) are the most likely to evolve into a carcinoma in situ.

4. The greater the loss of polarity, the higher the tumor grade, and

the more aggressive and invasive the cancer.

5. The loss of cellular polarity is specific to cancer growth in vitro
and one of the definitions of malignant transformation.

6. In the vicinity of genuine tumors, smaller dormant clones may co-

exist within the neighboring metaplasia (:+).

Loss of Polarity Explains Unrestrained Cancer Growth

The invasiveness of neoplastic cells is dependent on physical forces.

Cancer invades preferentially soft tissues like glands or muscle rather

than fascia or bone. In vivo, chronic physical irritation can alter can-

cer cell growth.
The effects of mechanical forces on cancer cells have not been

studied systematically in vitro. A few cancer cell lines have been in-

vestigated primarily to model normal processes (35), but not to inves-
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tigate carcinogenesis. As in normal cells, mechanical deformation in-
duces cell proliferation (:f). Cell proliferation of a colon carcinoma
cell line, HCTn6, is increased by 3oo/o after z days of deformation
(3o cycles/min). However, solid stress (45-rzo mmHg) inhibits multi-
cellular spheroid tumor (16).

Cancer and normal cells do not appear to react differently to me-
chanical forces; however, because cancer cells can divide on a differ-
ent plane, they elude constraints and creep between obstacles.

Unrestrained cell proliferation can be explained simply by the loss
ofcell-to-celljunction and change in physical constraints. This loss of
cell polarity and change in constraints are both a consequence of in-
flammation.
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The Loss of Cell Differentiation
ls a Consequence
of Glycolysis

Respiration provides energy for differentiated human cells like
the ones of the muscles, kidney, or heart.These cells are well
differentiated and do not divide.Glucose is degraded into water
ond gas. Lesser-differentiated cells like bone marrow stem cells
use both aerobic and anaerobic glycolysis.The switch from
respiration to anaerobic glycolysis appears responsible for both
cell proliferotion and loss of cell differentiation.

During carcinogenesis, architectural changes (the epithelium in-
creases in depth) and cytological modifications (increased mitoses
and cellular pleomorphisms) coexist. Thus, there is coexistence of
anomalies of different scales: the micrometer for the cell, the millime-
ter for architecture.

Cancer cells have lost most of their original cell differentiation.
Breast cancer does not secrete milk, salivary gland tumors do not
synthesize saliva. The reason for this loss of cellular differentiation
remains largely unknown. The current predominant hypothesis ex-

plains cellular differentiation and its loss in cancer cells as an essen-

tially intracellular genetic process.

However, it is possible or even probable that that the loss of cell
differentiation such as seen in cancer results from a change in cellu-
lar environment.

1tl!î
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Cancer Cell Differentiation

Most of the research has focused on the differences between tumor

subtypes. Cancers are classified based on their cellular differentia-

tion. Some cancers secrete keratin, just as normal skin cells do; others

secrete mucus as glandular cells do. Often, these keratin or mucus de-

posits are visible at microscopic examination. More rarely, the use of

an antibody is needed to detect tumoral secretions. A tumor which

secretes mucus is an adenocarcinoma; a tumor secreting keratin is an

epidermoid cancer. In rare cases' an adenosquamous cancer will se-

crete both mucus and keratin. Epidermoid or glandular differentia-

tion has little influence on treatment or prognosis.

Adenocarcinomas and squamous cell carcinomas arise in specific

primary tumor sites. Most cancers arising from the head and neck,

the esophagus, or the cervix are squamous cell carcinomas' Like nor-

mal skin, these tumors synthesize keratin. On the other hand, cancers

arising from the breast, the gastrointestinal tract, or the lining of the

uterus are adenocarcinomas.
Most esophageal cancers are squamous cell carcinomas. The tu-

mor arises equally from the proximal, the middle, or the distal third

of the esophagus. The patients are usually heavy smokers and drink-

ers. This contrasts with adenocarcinomas of the esophagus' The lo-

calization of adenocarcinoma is different from that of squamous car-

cinoma. It is confined to the distal third of the esophagus and usually

arises from the gastro-esophageal junction (G-E junction)' The vast

majority of patients with adenocarcinoma of the G-E junction have a

history of acidic gastric reflux caused by hiatal hernia. Alcohol and

cigarettes are not major risk factors for adenocarcinoma'

Mucus production and secretion is a common mechanism usedby

mammals to protect the underlying mucosae against various injuries

(pollutants, pathogens, acidity) (r). The normal gastric epithelium is

covered with a continuous layer of secreted mucus and bicarbonate

(z). This gastric mucus can slow down acid diffusion and enable the

lrrflammation and Loss of Cell Differentiation

formation of a pH gradient across the mucobicarbonate layer to Pro-
tect the gastric epithelial cells from damage caused by luminal acid

(z).

A highly acidic gastric content is directed toward the duodenum.
'fo avoid ulceration, the duodenal mucosa like the gastric mucosa

must protect itself from acidity. Similarly, a thickened mucus gel, in-
creased blood flow, and a higher cellular buffering power protect the

mucosa from injury. Through these integrated mechanisms, the epi-

thelial cells are protected from damage due to repeated pulses of con-

centrated gastric acid (:).
Because of hiatal hernia, the gastric content may reflux toward the

esophagus. This regurgitation may be asymptomatic or responsible

for discomfort and pain.

The lumen of the normal esophagus is lined with nonsecreting

epithelial cells. This repeated injury of the esophagus results in in-
flammation, architectural changes, and change in cell differentiation
(Barrett's esophagus). Barrett's esophagus is a premalignant lesion, a

consequence of reflux (4,5).

Because of acidic reflux, the esophagus becomes lined with goblet

cells rich in mucus, highlighted in biopsies using alcian blue pH z'5

stain (+). Exposure to acid, by itself, contributes to the change of cell

differentiation from squamous to glandular (5). It is therefore prob-

able that the glandular differentiation of Barrett's esophagus and its

complication, esophageal adenocarcinoma, are a consequence of the

change in pH.

lnflammation and Loss of Cell Differentiation

A diagnosis of cancer cannot be established by examining a single

cell suspension retrieved by needle biopsy or from a smear. It is by

looking at the combination of the cellular (a cell is a few micrometers

in diameter) and architectural abnormalities (a biopsy is a few milli-
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meters in diameter) that the pathologist diagnoses the cancer. In clin-
ical practice, a biopsy specimen comprising several thousand cells is

necessary to ascertain the diagnosis.
There is a lack of reproducible difference between cells exposed to

hypoxia during inflammation or in a cancer. In both cases, the cells

display increased mitotic rate, change in morphology, as well as loss

of original differentiation.

lncreased FDG Uptake Correlates with Loss
of Cell Differentiation

z-Deoxy-l-Glucose is a compound differing from glucose only in re-
placement of a hydroxyl group by a hydrogen atom. Marked by a ra-
dioactive isotope, it is preferentially bound by the tissues with high
glycolytic metabolism which consumes greater quantities of glucose.

Its use in trace quantities during positron emission tomography
makes it possible to visualize anaerobic glycolysis (6-8).

Positron emission tomography is now routinely used to assess the
extent of primary tumors as well as their metastases. There is a strik-
ing correlation between the loss of tumor cell differentiation and in-
creased anaerobic glycolysis. There is increased uptake ofradioactive
r8F-flurodeoxyglucose (FDG), a direct consequence of glycolysis, in
poorly differentiated cancer (9, ro).

The most aggressive tumor (higher tumor grade) usually displays

a concomitant loss of cell differentiation, of cell-to-cell contact, and
of tumor infiltration by lymphocytes. The uptake of z-deoxy-n-glu-

cose is more important in the cases of high-grade tumors than in the
case of less aggressive tumors.

As in tumors, there is increased glycolysis during inflammation or
subsequent fibrosis (6-8). These lesions can be imaged using posi-

tron emission tomography.

l{eferences
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A Balance Between GlYcolYsjq. - t \
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Cancer cell proliferation results from the combination
of anaerobic alycolysis and lesser physical constraints.

Conversely, cancer treotment inhibits cancer growth by

depleting the ATP pool and increasing cellular constraints.

After successful hormonal treatment for breost cancer,

BCG for superficial bladder carcinoma,or after chemotheropy,

the tumor is replaced by fibrosis.These increased extracellular
constraints appear sufficient to explain tumor regression.

Tumors growing in fibrotic frssues are unlikely to respond

to increased fibrosis. Rapidly dividing tumors are surrounded
by a loose stroma.These tumors are more likely to respond

to chemotherapy.
Chemotherapy is mostly octive in the treatment of malignancy
among children and young adults.The extracellular matrix is

softer in the young.Chemotherapy is more likely to increase

these extracellular constraints and inhibit tumor growth.

Over five decades of intense research in cancer, drug discovery and

development have provided about six dozen approved drugs for the

treatment of malignancy (r). While major advances have been made

in the treatment of children and young adults, the majority of cancer
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patients either fail to respond or will relapse and ultimately die from
their metastatic disease.

Most Anticancer Drugs Have Been Discovered
by Serendipity

Cancer is widely perceived as uncontrolled cellular growth. Accord-
ingly, most antineoplastic agents share a common mechanism of ac-
tion: they are cytotoxic. Anticancer agents are screened in vitro for
their ability either to kill or to inhibit murine leukemia cells and tu-
mor cell lines. More recently, molecular targets involved in cell cyto-
toxicity or growth inhibition have also been targeted. The screening
process has evolved but the target has remained the same: the cancer

cell.

This approach has yielded limited results and most drugs never
made it to clinical care. There is a striking contrast between the "effi-
cacy" of chemotherapy at killing cells grown on a Petri dish and the
frequent lack of clinical results.

Cancer treatment cannot be summarized as cell kill. Cell lysis syn-
drome (i.e., the release in the blood stream of cellular components
because of cell death) is frequent after infarction or trauma but rare
after chemotherapy for solid tumor in adults, suggesting that chemo-
therapy does not immediatelykill a great number of cancer cells. This
is in sharp contrast with the unavoidable death of normal .white
blood cells. Within days after the inception of chemotherapy, the
blood count starts to decrease. Similarly, it is within days after treat-
ment that hair starts falling out. But tumor regression,when it occurs,
has very different kinetics: it is much slower. Most treatment proto-
cols call for tumor assessment z-3 months after the start of treat-
ment, but within days for measurement of blood count.

Chemotherapy and radiation therapy are highly effective at killing
cells in vitro. But, in vivo, seyeral arguments suggest that the main
anticancer effect of chemotherapy may not be mediated by cell death.
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One strong argument in favor of the extracellular effects of cancer

treatment is the discrepancy between in vitro and in vivo data. For

the treatment of infection, antibiotics are selected by exposing the

bacteria to a panel of antibiotics. There is a highly reliable correlation
between in vitro growth inhibition of the germ and successful treat-

ment of the patient. Similarly, to select chemotherapy or radiation
therapy and tailor the treatment, tumor cells are exposed in vitro to
various anticancer chemicals. But the predictive value is poor (z). For

example, Taghian evaluated the intrinsic radiation sensitivity of 58

cell lines derived from human malignant glioblastoma and found no

significant correlation with the clinical outcome (3).

Breast cancer can be successfully treated by the antiestrogen ta-

moxifen. There is a contrast between the striking antitumor effect of
tamoxifen in cancer patients and its lack of cell killing activity in vi-
tro. MCF-7 is the foremost-established breast cancer cell line (+). In-
jected into athymic mice, MCF-Z cells grow and form tumors only in
the presence of estrogen. Their growth is hormone dependent.

These MCF-7 cells are hormone independent in vitro.When grow-

ing on Petri dishes, the addition of hormone to the culture medium
does not seem to affect the growth rate (+). The same discrepancy

between in vitro and in vivo experiments is also found with other
breast cancer cell lines (5).

In fact, the primary target of tamoxifen may be not the epithelial
cells, but the breast itself. During treatment patients often notice

breast swelling and hardening. Tamoxifen changes the architecture of
the gland. It regulates the proliferation and the differentiation of fi-
broblasts, the attachment of the epithelial cells to fibroblasts, and the

release of growth inhibitory proteins secreted by the fibroblasts

which, in fact, target the cancer cells (4-ro). A consequence of this ex-

tracellular effect of tamoxifen is the fact that after effective treatment
the tumor is replaced by fibrosis.
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I ncreased Constra i nts Expla i n Tu mor Regression:
The Example of Biphosphonate and BCG

Like tamoxifen in breast cancer, other medications are effective in
treating cancer without been cytotoxic. They simply increase the
physical constraints in the target organ (bladder for BCG,bone for bi-
phosphonates). Accordingly, they are not effective in treating cancer

in areas where they do not modify the extracellular matrix.

t) BCG Is Effective in Superficial but not in Metastatic Bladder
Carcinoma

Intravesical administration of bacille Calmette-Guérin (BCG)

eradicates 7oo/o of carcinoma in situ for at least r year and prevents
subsequent disease for 5 years in 6o0/o of cases. In vitro, BCG has no
direct cytotoxic effect (r, u). Similar efficacy has been shown with
mycobacterial cell wall extract (rz) or other species ofbacteria such

as Lactobacillus rhamnosus (r3) or even with cytotoxic chemothera-
py. All these agents induce a nonspecific inflammation and fibrosis
(rr-r4). BCG is responsible for local inflammation, with vesical irrita-
bility and pain at urination (r). BCG induces an infiltration of the
bladder by mononuclear cells during the inflammatory reaction,
which contributes to fibrosis of the bladder. This fibrosis may require
cystectomy (rf ). One more argument in favor of the local effect is that
BCG is effective only when delivered at the exact tumor site; BCG has

no effect in the treatment of metastatic bladder carcinoma (r).

z) Biphosphonates Are Effective in Treating Bone Metastasis

Biphosphonates were synthesized and developed to treat osteo-

porosis. Biphosphonates have no major cytotoxic effects but change

the architecture of the bone by inhibiting osteoclast-mediated bone
resorption (16, r7). Accordingly, biphosphonates stop bone resorption
from any cause, either osteoporosis or bone metastases.

The presence of tumor in bone is associated with activation of os-

teoclasts, resulting in excessive bone resorption and subsequent oste-

Cytotoxic Chemotherapy Targets the Mitochondria

olysis (16). To the surprise of early researchers, biphosphonates pre-

vent the occurrence and development of bone metastases.

In animals treated with biphosphonates, the subsequent injection
of tumor cells failed to establish colonies in the bone (r8). Similarly, in
patients, biphosphonates reduced tumor growth and the occurrence

of new bone metastases (r9). The effect of biphosphonates is confined
to the extracellular matrix of the bone. Biphosphonates have no pal-

liative effect on metastases other than in the bone. Therefore,biphos-
phonate-associated tumor reduction in bone is most likely to be me-
diated by increased extracellular constraints.

The kinetics of tumor response after BCG or diphosphonate treat-
ment is similar to response after cytotoxic chemotherapy. It takes a

few weeks at the very least to assess the response to treatment, not
hours or days.

Cytotoxic Chemothera py Ta rgets the M itochond ria

Apoptosis was long confined to tree specialists. It described the fall-
ing of leaves. It was long assumed that the genome of the tree would
command, in the autumn, the change of color and death of the leaves.

Today it is known that the leaves die of starvation because of short-
ened daylight and decreased energy resources.

Similarly, cytotoxic chemotherapy and radiation therapies are

supposed to act through the induction of "apoptotic" cell death.

Apoptosis can be activated through several different pathways, but
these all appear to converge at a single event: mitochondrial mem-
brane permeabilization. This "point-of-no-return" in cell death is the
irreversible injury of the mitochondrial membrane (zo, zr). Follow-
ing successful chemotherapy, ATP necessary for cell survival is not
available. The cell dies because of energy shortage.

Most cytotoxic drugs have been devised to target the DNA. Animal
or vegetable cells have exactly the same DNA material in common
(human DNA segments can be cultivated in bacteria). Similarly, the
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DNA present in mitochondria has about the same chemical and
three-dimensional structure as nuclear DNA; however, it is more
fragile, because it is lacking in most repair systems (zz). By targeting
DNA, radiation therapy and cytotoxic chemotherapy target the mito-
chondria first.

Following injury, mitochondrial DNA repairs poorly (zz).Energy
is necessary for the survival of the cell and is provided by the mito-
chondria, which degrade glucose. Apoptosis may simply be a conse-

quence of the failure of the mitochondria to provide adequate fuel for
the cell.

Adriamycin is one of the major antitumor agents used for the clin-
ical treatment of a wide variety of human cancers. In vitro, as early as

zh after treatment with Adriamycin, the mitochondria undergo evi-
dent morphological changes. First, the mitochondria swell, then de-

crease in size and become picnotic. These changes precede cell death
(23). Cisplatin or Methylgag exposures also debilitate mitochondrial
functions (z+, z).Paclitaxel is supposed to be an antimicrotubule
agent that induces mitotic block and apoptosis. Paclitaxel acts direct-
ly on mitochondria isolated from human cancer cells and induces the
release of cytochrome C, one of the mitochondrial enzymes involved
in energy transfer (26).

Chemotherapy Suppresses Respiration
and Thus lnduces lnflammation and Fibrosis

Radiation therapy and chemotherapy injure the mitochondria. Res-

piration is impaired. If the cell survives this injury, its metabolism
switches to glycolysis. Inflammation is the stigma of transient glycol-
ysis.

It is well known by clinicians that radiotherapy can cause inflam-
mation. After a course of external beam radiotherapy, there is erythe-
ma.of the normal skin. Cytotoxic chemotherapy also causes inflam-
mation. Every single cytotoxic drug can induce inflammation and
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subsequent fibrosis. In hamsters, administration of bleomycin to the

intrapleural cavity induces acute and chronic histological changes. At

7 days after injection of bleomycin, the pleura are thickened with in-
filtration of inflammatory cells, and formation of pleural fibrosis is

seen at z8 days (:o, lr).Similarly, the tyrosine kinase inhibitor STI57I

(Gleevec), a promising treatment for chronic myeloid leukemia, is

responsible for bone marrow fibrosis and reductions in cellularity

bz).
In the days following effective chemotherapy, the tumor bed is in-

filtrated by lymphocytes (33, f+). This tumor infiltration and change

in architecture appears to be a favorable prognostic predictor both

for the short and the long term.
When chemotherapy is effective, the tumor may regress complete-

ly or more often partially. Extracellular matrix and fibrosis then re-

place the tumor. For example,5-FU is used for treating liver metasta-

sis from colorectal cancer. After preoperative chemotherapy, histo-

logical examination of the resected tumor shows marked degenera-

tion, necrosis, fibrosis, and calcification (35). The same appears to be

true for a wide variety of tumor sites (33,36-38).

The organ microenvironment influences the response of metasta-

ses to chemotherapy. It is not uncommon to observe the regression of
cancer metastases in one organ and their continued growth in other

sites after systemic chemotherapy. These differences in response to

treatment between the same tumors at different sites are not due to

variations in the biodistribution of the chemotherapy (39).

Furthermore, not all cancer cells are killed by cytotoxic chemo-

therapy. Successful treatment of germ cell cancer and neuroblastoma

is occasionally associated with residual tumors that on biopsy reveal

only differentiated cells surrounded by fibrosis (Ez,l8)'

Most long-term side effects result from this injuring of the respira-

tion and subsequent deposition of extracellular matrix (zl, zB).The

use of Adriamycin in cancer chemotherapy has been limited due to

its cumulative cardiovascular toxicity. The heart mitochondria rePre-

sent almost 4o% of the weight of the heart muscle.
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Adriamycin interacts with mitochondrial cytochrome C oxidase
and suppresses its enzyme activity. This lesion appears responsible
for subsequent fibrosis and cardiac failure (29).Cisplatin is respon-
sible for nephrotoxicity, nitrosourea or bleomycin is responsible for
lung fibrosis. These side effects appear as a consequence of inflam-
mation and fibrosis (+o, +r). This inflammation and consequent fi-
brosis may,byitself,be the reason for secondary cancer (42).

Chemoresistance: Bypassing the Need
for Cellular Respiration

Radiobiologists have pointed out for over 50 years that hypoxia or its
consequence glycolysis decreases tumor radiosensitivity. When using
ionizing radiation, the dose required to produce the same amount of
cell killing is up to 3 times higher for hypoxic cells (+f).

Multiple studies have shown better tumor control in patients with
higher hemoglobin levels than in patients with levels below normal
ranges due to tumor associated or therapy-induced anemia (q+, +).
Lower hemoglobin levels result in decreased oxygen-carrying capac-
ity and increased tumor hypoxia and radiation resistance (44).

Hypoxic cells are also resistant to chemotherapy. Tumor'cells ex-
posed to drugs immediately after transient hypoxia developed resis-
tance to chemotherapy (+6, +Z). The expression of MDRr (multidrug
resistance r), a transmembrane protein associated with tumor resis-

tance to chemotherapeutics, is induced by ambient hypoxia. It is a
consequence of the shift from respiration to glycolysis. There is an
approximately sevenfold increase in MDRr in epithelial cells exposed
to hypoxia. Examination of the MDRr gene identified a binding site
for hypoxia-inducible factor-r (HIF-r), and inhibition of HIF-r ex-
pression by antisense oligonucleotides resulted in significant inhibi-
tion of hypoxia-inducible MDRr expression and a nearly complete
loss of basal MDRr expression (47).

References

Resistance to treatment results from increased glycolysis. Glycoly-

sis will be predominant source of energy. Treatment targeting the

mitochondria will be ineffective, even counterproductive.

Conclusion

Cytotoxic chemotherapy targets cellular respiration. Warburg stated

50 years ago: "When one irradiates a tissue that contains cancer cells

as well as normal cells, the respiration of the cancer cells, already too
small,will decline further. If the respiration falls below a certain min-
imum that the cells need unconditionally, despite their increased fer-

mentation, they die; whereas the normal cells, where respiration may

be harmed by the same amount, will survive because, with a greater

initial respiration, they will still possess a higher residual respiration
after irradiation. This explains the selective killing action of X-rays

on cancer cells."

In fact respiration and glycolysis are intertwined phenomenon. To

function glycolysis needs NAD*. Most of this NAD* is generated by

the mitochondrial shuttles. The lesion of the mitochondria by con-

ventional chemotherapy may result in a concomitant inhibition of
glycolysis.
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PET scans demonstrate on increased uptake of 2-deoxy-d-
Glucose by human cancers. Preliminary in vitro and in vivo
studies scattered in the literature of the past 50 years suggest an
inhibitory effect of the glucose antagonist, 2-deoxy-d-Glucose.
This molecule has been given orally, at the same dose to mice,

in order to mimic caloric restriction without major side effect.
As of today, no humon clinical trials questioning the validity of
inhibition of cancer growth with 2-deoxy-d-Glucose have been

reported.

Until the end of the twentieth centuryr, it was firmly believed that a liv-
ing cell cannot change its destiny, cannot differentiate into a cell of
another genetic line (r). This belief resembles the notion of predeter-

mination. During the Middle Ages, some religious teachers held that
our destiny is determined before our birth. For their own sake, here-

tics had to be killed.
For man, like for the cell, such a belief ignores the weight of the en-

vironment.As a man, I could have had a different destiny. Had my en-

vironment been slightly different, I could have ended up as a farmer
in Alsace, this region of France that I love so dearly. I am not a theo-
logian, but I know that as far as the cell is concerned this belief of pre-
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destination has long been contradicted in clinical Practice. There are

other options than killing the "malignant" cell.

In childhood, during growth, cartilage becomes ossified. But even

in old age, after afractlre,bone cells "reverse" into cartilage during
the process of bone healing. More recently, it was organ transplants

that put a definite end to the notion of definitive cell differentiation.
A woman's heart is transplanted into a man. The cells of the patient

colonize the grafted organ and change into cardiac cells (z). Hemato-

poietic cells can differentiate into liver or even lung cells (r).

The destiny of cancer cells is no more rigidly fixed than that of
normal cells. Like the normal cell, the cancer cell is adaptable. A can-

cer cell injected into an embryo, or directly into the liver of a young

animal, looses its malignancy and changes into an ordinary cell ex-

actly like its neighbors which originated from healthy parent cells (:).
Inhibiting tumor growth is perhaps simply a matter of inhibiting

glycolysis without blocking cell respiration and, therefore, without
killing the cell. This idea was hindered for a long time by a tenet,

which came from Warburg himself. But Warburg was wrong when he

said, "If an injury of respiration is to produce cancer, this injury must

be irreversible."We understand by this not only that the inhibition of
respiration remains after removal of the respiratory poison but, even

more, that the inhibition of respiration also continues through all the

following cell divisions, for measurements of metabolism in trans-

planted tumors have shown that cancer cells cannot regain normal
respiration, even in the course of many decades, once they have lost it
(+).

Catabolic Repression

In order for yeast to ferment and for sugar to be partly burned into al-

cohol, the brewer adds great quantities of malt (i.e., sugar) to the

hops. The presence of sugar causes partial inhibition in the respira-

Catabolic Repression

tion of the yeast, resulting in the fermentation and the synthetization

of a product of partial glucose combustion: alcohol. The Crabtree ef-

fect (named after its discoverer) is reversible; as soon as concentra-

tions become low in glucose, respiration goes back to normal: glycol-

ysis is inhibited (s). High glucose concentrations or low oxygen con-

tent inhibits the respiration of the human cell,like that of yeast (6,7).

Yeast encloses many types of energy flux, often in competition.
Blocking glycolysis by glucose withdrawal or by oxygen input will re-

sult in predominant respiration. Inversely, diminishing oxygen will
result in predominant glycolysis. The addition of micromolar con-

centrations of glucose (similar to the concentration in the human ser-

um) to the culture medium results in the Crabtree effect, a decrease of
cell respiration rate and a concomitant increase in glycolysis (6).

Like brewer's or baker's yeast, human cells, normal or cancerous,

can either breathe or obtain energy through fermentation. In a hu-

man cell, glycolysis is inhibited in the presence of oxygen or low glu-

cose concentration. This effect is not limited to normal cells but has

been repeatedly observed in malignant cells (6, z).

fust like in yeast, tumor glycolysis is adjustable. Proof ad absur-

dum, mathematicians would say. Cancer is easy to cure in a Petri dish.

Cells are cultured in an incubator' in an oxygen-enriched milieu.

High oxygen concentration facilitates respiration and inhibits glycol-

ysis (8, 9). Chemotherapy, radiotherapy, and hormone therapies are

all more effective when the cell is in an aerobic rather than a hypoxic

milieu.
It is easy to restore cell respiration in a Petri dish with the help of

oxygen, because the oxygen is easily diffused through the cell mi-
crons. In the human body,like in the ponds of Alsace, orygen is poor-

ly diffused. Restoring cell respiration in a cancer patient is very diffi-
cult because the distance between the capillary and the tumor cell is

often too great. Oxygenation using a hyperbaric chamber has proved

to be oflittle clinical benefit. Hyperbaric oxygen therapy as a revolu-

tionary technique had to be abandoned.

r37
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Chemical lnhibition of Glycolysis

Let us state the obvious: there is no glycolysis without glucose. Over a

few dozen years, articles were published correlating the effect ofglu-
cose depletion and tumor inhibition (ro-rl). Sugar depletion has lit-
tle effect on normal cells (they can use other nutrients), but it produc-

es reproductive inhibition in even the most aggressive tumor cells.

Fasting resulted in a linear dose-response inhibition of tumor
growth (rz).

Depriving a cancer patient of sugar has little chance of curing him.

The liver is rich in glycogen and, in case of depletion in glucose, the

liver degrades its stores of glycogen into glucose and pours it into the

blood. Therefore, medication is needed to chemically inhibit glycoly-

sis inside the tumor cell.

Let us go back to notions of basic chemistry acquired in first year

medical school and buried far back in our memory. Glucose is metab-

olized into pyruvate through the process of glycolysis. Energy output

is low: two ATP molecules per molecule of glucose. Pyruvate can be

either broken down into lactic acid or metabolized in the Krebs cycle:

in that case, cell respiration reduces pyruvate to carbonic gas and wa-

ter, releasing larger amounts of ATP. A reversible enzyme,lactate de-

hydrogenase, controls the transfer ofpyruvate into lactic acid. During
muscular exertion, oxygen supply is insufficient and glycolysis pre-

dominates, resulting in the synthesis of lactic acid. At rest, oxygen

supply increases and lactic acid is further metabolized into pyruvate

at first and then broken down during the Krebs cycle into carbonic

gas, water, and more energy.

Like glucose, lactic acid is a cellular fuel. In case of distress, such as

septic shock, Ringer solution rich in lactic acid is transfused. Because

lactate dehydrogenase is a reversible enzyme, lactic acid will be rap-

idly transformed into energy producing metabolizedpyruvate in the

Krebs cycle.

Chemists and pharmacologists have long studied glycolysis inhib-
itors. But very few studies are being conducted on the promising
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properties of these agents. The focus is no longer on cancer as fer-

mentation of living matter,but rather on the details of cell mechanics.

Nevertheless, it is likely that glycolysis inhibition would be sufficient

to achieve cancer regression through the combined effect of reduced

glycolysis and persistent constraint from the stroma. .

Reversing the Energetic Flux

Lactate dehydrogenase is a key enzyme which converts pyruvate into

lactic acid. This step is reversible. If there is an excess of pyruvate like

in glycolysis, there will be synthesis of large concentrations of lactic

acid. If there is an excess of lactic acid, that molecule will be trans-

formed back into pyruvate and metabolized into the Krebs cycle. An
input of lactic acid inhibits glycolysis and thus stimulates cell respira-

tion. Thus, the intake of dietary supplements of mixed cultures of sev-

eral lactic acid bacteria inhibits the early development of colon aden-

omas; the inhibition of microadenomas results in a reduction of sub-

sequent polyp and tumor yield in the mouse colon (r4).

Molecules similar to lactic acid, usually cyclic polylactates used as

decoys, inhibit lactate dehydrogenase and cell growth (r5, 16). Lactic

acid synthesis and, consequently, anaerobic glycolysis are inhibited.

About half of the anaerobic glycolytic activity of FM3A ascite tumor
cells was inhibited, and tumor cell growth was also effectively inhib-
ited by cyclic polylactates. Mice treated with cyclic polylactates after

inoculation of FM3A ascite tumor cells lived significantly longer than

mice not treated with cyclic polylactates (16). Similarly, a lactaTe

transport inhibitor, guercetin, inhibits lactate release and results in
tumor cell acidification (r7). Combined treatment with doxorubicin

and a lactate dehydrogenase gives better results than additive cell

killing (r8).
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2-Deoxy-d-Glucose: The First candidate
for ClinicalTrials

z-Deoxy-l-glucose is a compound differing from glucose only in the

replacement of a hydroxyl group by a hydrogen atom. z-Deoxy-o-glu-
cose has been employed for a variety of purposes, ranging from trac-
ing native glucose molecule transport and processing to actually
blocking energy metabolism. Marked by a radioactive isotope, it is
preferentially bound by the tissues with a high glycolytic metab-

olism, which consume greater quantities of glucose. Its use in trace

quantities during tomography makes it possible to visualize anaero-

bic glycolysis, and therefore inflammation, fibrosis, and cancer

(rg-zr).
Glucose binds to the enzyme phosphohexose isomerase, which

converts glucose-6-phosphate into fructose-6-phosphate. The pri-
mary effect of z-deoxy-o-glucose is to serve as an extremely strong

competitor of glucose. As a consequence, the concentration ofz-de-
ory-o-glucose-6-phosphate builds up and is eventually excreted,

while metabolism of native glucose is greatly reduced.

In vitro, the addition of z-deoxy-o-glucose to the culture media in-
hibits cancer growth (zl-zù. Kern tested the ability of z-deoxy-o-

glucose to inhibit the growth of an established methylcholanthrene-

induced rat fibrosarcomainF344 rats (24). Rats were randomized to

receive intraperitoneally administered z-deoxy-l-glucose or saline

solution at doses of o.75 gm/kg, or ry5 gmlkg, beginning 3 days after

tumor implantation. After ro days of treatment, the rats treated with
z-deory-o-glucose had a significant reduction in tumor weight:

5oo/o-7oo/o when compared with controls (24). Lower doses appear as

effective as high doses. Fifteen minutes after injection the rats ap-

peared to be in a transient state of lethargy for a few hours but recov-

ered quickly. There was no detectable long-term toxicity in the two
lower dose groups.

Similarly, continuous infusion of z-deoxy-l-glucose (4oo mg/kg)
into the arterial artery significantly reduced the tumor burden of co-

z-Deoxy-d-Glucose: The First candidate for Clinical Trials

Ionic metastases in male Wistar rats (25). Karczmar (26) also con-

firmed that z-deoxy-r-glucose (z glkg) inhibits glycolysis in rats suf-

fering from large sarcoma. This dosage had no noticeable side effects.

Inhibition of glycolysis with z-deoxy-o-glucose makes tumor cells

more sensitive to injury due to cell respiration by TNF (27),cytotoxic

agents (28), or radiation therapy (zù.
The long-term toxicity of z-deory-l-glucose appears limited. The

data come from a research area apparently far removed from oncolo-

gyt aging. Since rg35,laboratory experiments have repeatedly demon-

strated that restricting the number of calories consumed increases

both mean and maximal life span in numerous creatures. This has

been shown in worms,water fleas, flies, spiders, guppies, rodents, and

most recently in nonhuman primates: Rhesus monkeys. Animals
whose calorie intake is restricted by 3oo/o-4oo/olive 3oo/o-4oo/o longer.

They demonstrate a later and lower incidence of many age-related

diseases such as cardiovascular disease or cancer. The calorie-re-

stricted animals experience decreased glycolysis which results in
lower body mass, slower growth, lower temperature, and lower secre-

tion of by-products of glucose, such as hormones resulting in delayed

puberty. The long-term toxicity of z-deoxy-o-glucose is similar to se-

vere dieting. Treatment with z-deoxy-l-glucose has also been used to

mimic dieting. Partial replacement of glucose by z-deoxy-l-glucose
reduces glucose/energy flux without decreasing food intake in rats. In
a 6-month pilot study in rats, z-deory-o-glucose lowered plasma in-
sulin and body temperature in a manner similar to that of caloric re-

striction (So-lz).
To my knowledge, there are almost no available data on humans

treated for cancer with z-deoxy-o-glucose. The reason is simple. z-

Deoxy-o-glucose is a natural molecule. Its chemical synthesis has

been known for a long time. z-Deoxy-n-glucose cannot be patented

and is hardly a source ofbusiness and profit for industry.
The quest for the miracle drug is not confined to the data banks of

the medical literature. One dream, which might become reality, is to

treat cancer successfully. Miracles do occur.
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Popular wisdom holds that in order to succeed you need one-third
knowledge, one-third know-how and one-third "ability-to-let-oth-
ers-know." Our ambition was to meet all three of these conditions.
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Conclusion

{v4&^trrffiffi ryT

One more book about cancer,you say.And it won't be the last, I might

add. Because we must admit that, as for as cancer is concerned, we

have not yet found a definitive solution, the miracle - no other word

will do - which sometimes occurs on the tentative trails of science'

and which would change this dreaded illness into a curable disease.

To be a doctor is to deal with daily realities that do not always con-

form to our hopes. And all our hopes are directed toward one and the

same concrete reality: effective treatment. Of course, over the years'

we have uncovered trails whose validity has been established. So

much, the better. We have also discovered long-forgotten facts and

have let them guide us. In short, we count ourselves among those

travelers who do not exPect to see the lights of Rome halfi,vay along

the journey.

But we continue. We are, after all, heirs of the scientific tradition,
with its victories and errors. The earth is no longer the center of the

universe, it is part of a galaxy which is, in turn, one among many. The

image might be less glorious,but we see a larger picture and we know

that the unimaginable is possible. We thought that our world was the

only one possible, and we discovered that the world of possibilities is

infinite. The history of the earth is marked by massive extinctions:

that of the pre-Cambrian flora, that of the dinosaurs; but also by fab-

ulous renewals: the human species, for one.

Evolution is a matter of external pressure, as Darwin rightly ob-

served. Our cells are subjected to similar constraints. We do not know

how, but they survive in a hostile milieu.
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But hasn't this always been true of humanity as a whole? We want-
ed to believe that the behavior of our cells was governed by an order-
ly system which instructs white blood cells to combat infection, neu-
rons to colonize the skull.We need the illusion of a logical system. |ust
like ant communities where each member carries out its specialized
function, intestinal cells process food for the community, macro-
phages do the cleaning, and the immune system provides defense
against aggression. This organization is efficient. We wanted to apply
the same model to the notion of the genome. The genome is widely
perceived as giving orders, stimulating lazy cells, slowing down those
which are overactive.

A friend who is an immunologist explained to me one day that
lymphocytes spread out over a Petri dish. He has two explanations for
this phenomenon. The first involves adhesion molecules, their recep-
tor, as well as the cytoskeleton. But the explanation he likes better is
that lymphocytes are always hungry and spread out to eat the plastic!

Who has not marveled at the symbiosis between the shark and
those little fish which feed on the debris of food between his teeth? No
genetic program can explain this symbiosis, and that is precisely
where the marvel lies! The cell's differentiation, that is, its metab-
olism, depends on what the cell can feed on and on constraints from
its neighbors. So much for the genome as central commander!

The idea that the genome does not explain cancer began to be
whispered by some rebellious professionals at first, and was lately re-
iterated more explicitly by unconventional scientists.

There were a number of inconsistencies: the ability of cancer cells
to become normal again, the ability to produce cancer without le-
sions in the genome, and above all, the frequent absence of effective
therapies. Answers to these questions have been suggested, but they
are more and more like the epicycles invented by the ancients to
prove that the sun revolves around the earth.

We looked for a cancer gene. We did not find it. Since we did not
find one, we thought it would be smarter to look for several. Articles
on multifactorial, polygenic illnesses flooded the literature. All of

17 Conclusion

them contradicted by clinical practice! All liver cancers aPPear on an

already damaged liver, all lung cancers on sick lungs.

As I write this, I am watching the animation of a Paris street' Peo-

ple speak to each other, exchange comments about the weather and

information about the prices of produce, which have gone up again.

At first sight, it might seem that these people have gathered together

around a common cause, with a precise goal in mind' But in fact, as

we know from experience, they are only there by chance and contin-

ue on their way,eachone seeking his own selfish satisfaction. A bird's

eye view of the animation of the neighborhood shows it to be made

up of a succession of small personal errands undertaken for the most

individualistic reasons.

Today, we have to decipher this new scene which includes the ge-

nome but no longer places it at the center.

Cells are individual entities. They try to survive in an often hostile

environment. Cellular plasticity is nothing other than an illustration
of this attempt to survive. Consequently, the genome can be seen as a

giant tool box allowing the cells to deal with mechanical and bio-

chemical stress. Mutations are then the result, rather than the cause of
stress.

Let us reverse the paradigm by creating another scene whose focus

is not the genetic stigma of the stress, but life itself. We are made of
stardust. Life started in a world where oxygen was hard to come by.

Photosynthesis produced by algae freed this nutrient. Today, we live

in a world rich in oxygen. As available energy, oxygen allowed evolu-

tion toward multicellular, complex beings such as dinosaurs an mam-

mals. Bacteria are simple organisms; they are immortal' They divide

infinitely and are not condemned to die. But we are.

Life has different rhythms for different people. We say of someone

that he looks older or younger than he is. Every doctor knows that

someone who has aged quickly, no matter what his actual age, is ex-

posed to a greater a risk of cancer. With cancer as with everything

else, it is better to be rich and well educated than to be a manual la-

borer. In the latter category,Premature aging plays a important part
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in excessive mortality rates. The worker pays the price for a more ac-

tive metabolism, for greater oxygen consumption.
Emphasis on the role of cellular environment destroys another

tenet: the irreversibility of cell differentiation. The "party line," as it
were, was that a tissue which has become differentiated never revers-

es to change differentiation. But party loyalty requires that we be

blind and deaf. The first refutation came from transplantation. The
heart of a woman can be grafted to a male host. A few months later,

male myocardial cells have partially colonized that female heart.
Bone marrow cells have changed destiny.

Similarly, if you inject crushed glass into the pericardium, the lat-
ter will become ossified. If you decrease vascularization of a tendon,
the tendon center will first be replaced by cartilage, then by bone, and
finally by hematopoietic marrow

Changing paradigms may have profound consequences. The first
example came from the pediatricians: if there is congenital atrophy of
the bile duct, the underlying choleic stasis produces fibrosis. When
bile duct permeability is restored, choleic stasis is amended and the
cirrhosis which was thought to be irreversible disappears. Thus, if the
physical constraints are changed, cells can change differentiation and
architectural disorder can regress.

Similarly, there is documented evidence that a change in chemical
constraints can reverses fibrosis. In the months or years following ra-
diotherapy, some patients develop first an inflammation in the irradi-
ated region, then a painful patch. The tissue hardens, new vessels de-

velop. At histology, there is an accumulation of extracellular matrix:
we speak of radiation-induced fibrosis. These complications can fol-
low either intentional radiotherapy to destroy a particularly aggres-

sive tumor, or an error in radiation dosage. Contrary to hepatic fibro-
sis, radiation-induced fibrosis is a good animal model. Research in
this field was extensive, thanks to military interest in the possible
benefits of treatment for survivors of an atomic attack.

Tor the past 30 years, the Francophone medical literature has sug-

gested that radiation-induced fibrosis is reversible. Two dozen publi-
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cations have attested to the efficiency of super oxide dismutase
(SOD). Why has this information not yet been put to use? First, SOD

cannot be patented, its discovery dates back over 50 years. Therefore,

the pharmaceutical industry cannot protect its research and make a

profit. The second reason is that SOD used to depend'on bovine ex-

traction. Therefore, its production was prohibited during the "mad
cow disease" crisis. The SOD marketed today is genetically produced

or made from vegetable sources. The major market for this molecule

is the treatment of another architectural disorder: wrinkles! The cos-

metics industry does not want to frighten its clients by linking the use

of this product to cancer prevention.

Experts are studying action strategies. As for me, I have seen two

patients transformed by this treatment. After the treatment, the new

vessels had regressed and fibrosis was reduced or eliminated. This

treatment offers the greatest benefit to patients with radiation-in-
duced fibrosis.

Under the microscope, all fibroses, whatever their causes, are sim-

ilar. Whether it is drug-induced fibrosis, glomerulonephritis, or he-

patic cirrhosis, there is always an accumulation of extracellular ma-

trix. SOD is effective in treating these types of fibrosis as well. Prelim-
inary data suggest that such treatment prevents the occurrence of
cancer.

Copernicus reexamined what certain Greeks had already stated:

that the movement of the earth, the moon, and the planets is easier to

understand if we rely on a simple hypothesis - the existence of a

system with the sun, rather than the earth, as its center. Everything
had already been said: that the moon revolves around the earth, that
the earth is round, that the sun is the center of the system. Coper-

nicus's genius consisted of assembling various dispersed ideas into a

single logical, verifiable picture. However, it took over a century after

the publication of his work for the scientific world to adopt this uni-
versal vision. When all is said and done, the same may be true for
Warburg.
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We are nearing the end of our voyage. Our objective is neither
knowledge for its own sake nor the pleasure (albeit undeniable) of
hypothesizing.

We do not have the means to continue this work on our own. Now,

it is up to the institutions and the industry to take the ideas they find
pertinent and apply them. To convince them to do so is what this
book tries to accomplish. Glycolysis is a target for the pharmaceutical
industry. This industry can develop both agonists and antagonists.

The process might be fraught with difficulties. We now have the tools
Otto Warburg was missing: molecular biology and molecular screen-

ing tools that make quick progress possible. If our hypothesis is cor-
rect, we should be able to advance rapidly confirm his intuitions, and
make good use of them. But let us hope that soon we will see glycoly-
sis inhibitors in clinical trials, and that, for once, encouraging results
will translate into undeniable benefits for our patients.

At the end of this journey, I feel as if we had simply rediscovered
the wheel. It has been known for close to roo years that fermentation
causes cancer. There are several papers which suggest that blocking
fermentation inhibits animal tumor growth. Some of these inhibitors,
such as z-deoxy-glucose, are already on the market and can be bought
on the Internet. These molecules seem to be less toxic that standard
chemotherapy. But, there are no human clinical trials proving or dis-
proving their effectiveness. Why not?

Fashion may be part of the answer. Inhibition of glycolysis may be

too simple, too rustic compared to the ever-increasing knowledge of
molecular biology. Part of the literature on physical carcinogenesis,

the extracellular nature of cancer or the importance of physical con-
straints, may have been forgotten. Or I may be simply wrong. The
road to hell is paved with good intentions, and the road to science

with hypotheses, often approximate and sometimes outright mistak-
en. Only time will sort out the good from the bad. Changing perspec-

tives is a way to invent new therapeutic approaches. This is what we

tried to achieve.


